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'Doc' always handy with joke, remedy
By Sherry C~lsenhaU
AssociaU' Editor
He was always there with
encouragemt'f1t, a joke, a smile
or a bucket of ice. Most importantly, his friends say. he
was always there.
The shock of Robert "Doc"
Spaekman's death extends far
beyond the parameters of SIUC, Carbondale and Southern
Illinois.
Spackman, 66. collapsed at
about 5 p.m. Tuesday night on a
racquetball court at the
Egyptian Sports Center and
died of cardiac arrest, according to Don Ragsdale,
Jackson County coroner.
Visitation will start at 5 p.m.
Thursday at Huffman Funeral
J:lome in Carbondale. with the

f~~ral service ~t 10 a.f!!. was athletiC!' director from 1957
Fri~y. Spackman s body Wlll to 1972 :-vhile Spackman was
be crematt!d.
head tramer.
A former Saluki athletic
"Bob Spackman made more
tfain~r,
Spackma,?
was friends for the University than
descnbed as "a drawlllg card anyone else ever will," Boydfor the athletic training ston said. "It wa." miraculous
progr~m" ::! SIU-C by men's what he could accomplish. i saw
athletiCJ head trainer Harry ~im do th~gs fo~ people that I
JUSt couldn t belteve.
Schulz.
. "Just his being here made a
"He was a remarkable man,
~fference,". Sc~u1z ~d. "His and he made people believe in
list of contributioll5 IS endless. themselves. He had timc for
It's not a question of simply everrone. No one gave more in
missing him. Ten years down sel'Vlce to his fellow man."
Lew Hartzog, men's athletics
the road people wiD still be
saying, 'I can't believe he's not director, said Spackman was
here ... •
unique in his relationship to
Donald Boydston. chairman "tudents and athletes. Hartzog
of the Health Education worked with Spackman for 20
Department, was on the years and said that the trainer
committee thal brf:ught Spack- was never too busy to help:t
man to SIU-C in 195&. Boydston student.

University
president
murdered

bleachers.
Spackm:.m and Boydston
decided the practice was
unacceptable and Spackman set
See DOC. Page 3

Gus says it was your fault if

Doc's Used Body Shoppe
couldn·t fix your cbassis.

'Egyptian

BEIRUT (AP) - Two men
with a silencer-equipped pistol
killed the president of the
American University of Beirut
in the hallway outside his
campus office Wednesday. The
coroner said Malcolm Kerr died
instantly from a bullet in the
..
head.
An anonymous caUer said a
pro-Iranian group called Jihad
Islami, or Isla~ic Holy War.
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HeDlpbill's attorney
seeks a settleDlent

~: :~t::nJ~'!~~d'::n~!t~:t

U.S. and French troops in the
multinational force leave
Lebanon "or we wiil shake the
earth under their feet."
U.S. special Middle East
envoy Donald Rumsfeld arrived
from Israel shortly afterward
and met for five hours with
President Amin Gemayel. State
radio said they discussed ways
of easing tensions in Lebanon.
In Washington. President
Reagan said, "Dr. Kerr's Uhtimely and tragic death at the
hands of these despicable
assassins must strengthen our
resolve not to give in to acts of
terrorists."
Kerr, 52. a ·Beirut-bGrn
American known as an expert in
Middle Eastern affairs, was
shot at 9:10 a.m. (2:10 8.m.
EST).
Witnesses said they did not
hear the shots, but only the
sound of Kerr's books, briefcase
and umbrella hitting the Ooor.
CCE'oner Dr. Ahmed Harati
said a 7.65nun fatal bullet
pier-ced Kerr's head from the
right temple and exited just
above the left ear, causiil~ a
massive brain hemorrI-.age.
Police said two young men
carried out the killing and raced
down three flights of stairs to
escape.
Army troops sealed off tht· 73acre campus, but no arrests
were made. Classes were
cancelled until Monday.
The bespectacled, grayhaired professor was the
university's ninth president and
took over in September 1982
while his predecf'.ssor, David
Dodge. was in the bands of proIranian kidrappers. Dodge was
freed Ju1y 21 after a year.
JirLnds of the Kerr family in
cairo, where Kerr once taught,
:::..id Dodge after his release
urged Kerr to get out of Beirut.
Dodl~C, now in the United
StatEs, declined to comment
publicly on the slaying, his wife
sai".
Kerr's ties Wlth American
University went back to his
childhood. He was born in
Beirut on Oct. 8, 1931. His father
was a professor of biochemistry
at the the university'S medical
school, his mothE.:r the dean of
women students.

. Boldst,?n said that Spackman
didn t mmd conflict when it
came to doing wh~t he thought
was right.
At a time whtn it was not
acceptable for women to
compet" in intercollegiate
athletics.
Boydston
was
pres!dent of the U.S. Gymnastics Federation and was
irlterested in organizing an
intercollegiate team for the
women. The women in the
Physical Education Department were opposed and the
team had to share facilities with
the men's team at the Arena.
Boydston said the training
room was for the men so if a
female gymnast W3S 'injured
Spackman had to ·..heel out Ii
cart of tape and bandages and
treat the athlete under the

Anne

By
Flasza
Staff Writer

Ski Carbondale

Staff Ph. 'Y Neville Lobel"

Cary ADell, JIDliOl' ID .n aad blaebmlOlIDg. eJ'U8.-coutry skis
tbroagh ThompsOD Wood. OD his way home WedDEM!ay. Today'.
weaOler will be very e;oId wldl m ..tIy BUDDY skies. IIIghB 3 to II
above wlOl 18 to IS .ph wlads.

An attorney for the family of
the late Mark Hemphill said
Wednesday
that
he
is
talking
with
the
SIU
Foundation's legal representative regarding money which
allegedly- remains in the Mark
Hemphill fund and how that
money will be used.
The foundation ''bas refused
to account for funds tbat
remain," accordir.g to Chris
Holthaus. the attorney who
repn:sented Hemphill in a civil
SUIt last year. Hempbill was
paralyzed from the neck down
m an SJU-C football game on
Oct. 6 1979. He died of lin apparently unrelded heart infection on Nov. 26, 1982.
Holthaus ,;aid one of his main
objectives is to determine the
status of the account. He said he
is also concerned about how
those funds wiD be used.

Stan McAnall~. president of
the SIU Foundation, said his
... fCice is determining what
money remains in the fund.
"I am told that approx.:mately $40,000 was raised
during that time," McAnally
said. "But I don't have the final
figures.
"The fund was started in 1980
and now we are trying to
reconstruct what happened."
The athletics program began
a fund-r':'ising campaign which
culminateo~ in Mark Hempbill
Day on Sept. 13, 1980.
McAnally said that within the
next 30 days the foundation's
executive committee will meet
and decide the future of the
account, which may include its
use for medical expenses which
might be incurred by others in
SIU-C's sports programs.
"The f"''lm were not rai"ed
for MarK Hempbill as a per·
See HEMPHILL. Page 3

Tax drop may increase tuition
By Jay SmaU
Staff Writer
Tuition fnr SIU students could
be increar...-'ti more than the 6.5
percent recommentied by the
minois board of Higher
Education if the L~slature
fails to provide *w tax funds,
according to Chancellor Kenneth Shaw.
But the word from two
Southern Illinois legislators on
tax extension 01"" increase
proposals in this election year is
a defmite "maybe."
Shaw said W~esda, be
would like to see the Legislature
approve either iiLl exte!lsion on
the temporar.V tax-increase
package a~"'Gyed last year by
the Legislature or a revenueproducing alternative. Failure
w do so, be said, would "leave
tlft: SIU System and the schools
with a shortfall."
"Some of that shortfall, but
not all, could be met with an
addition to the 6.5 percenl
tuition increase wbich bas- been
proposed," Shaw said.

In early January the IBHE
recommended an operating
budget for ;\SCal ye-..tr IfA15 of
$126.3 million for SIU-C and $51
milljon for Sm-Edwardsville.
These budge~ included plans
for a 7 percent salary increase
for faculty and staft and the 6.5
percent tuition 000st.

Shaw said he believes the
state won't have the funds to
meet the IBHE's recommendations withou~ new tax
revenues.
'I need to be honest. It's not
going to be doomsday as it was
last year, and that makes it
harder to sell... Shaw said. "But
we a ....e faced with a receeding
abilSty tn respond to new
economic conditions."
Unless exten..~, the temporary tax boost - a 2O-percent
increase in persona) and corporate income tax~ - wiD
expire on June 30, the end of the
filical year.
Other than the possibility Of
extendillg the temporary tax
boost, Shaw said be knows of no

concrete plans by legislators to
bolster revenues.
"Quite frankly, I don't think
anyone is considering any
alternatives (to an extension) at
this point," he said. "The
legislators are in the process of
trying to get re-elec~."
Two
lawmakers
from
Southern UJinois were unsure
whether the General Assembly
would be receptive to an extension of the tax Increaw or
any new taxes in an election
yar.
Rep.
Ralpb
Dunn,
a
Republican from tne 115tb
District, said Wednesday the
chances for approval ~ a tal[
extension or boOst were ''!wt as
good as last year."
"I'm in hopes that we won't
have to extend the 20 oercent
increase," Dunn said. '(I' kOOw
~or Sbaw is ~
and 1 share his COI!Cern, but I'm
not sure wh<;tl;er we need an
extens; OIl or a tax increase."
Dww said his inclint'tiOil was
to "wait and se.!" on FY '85 tax

proposals, since a deciSion it!
"almost six months off.
Rep. Jim Rea, a Democrat
from the 117th District, agreOO
that it is too~ly to predict how
the Legislature wiD respond to
calls for new tax revenues.
"It·s just too early to say,
from the standpoint that the
governor hasn't prepared the
budget yet," Rea said Wednesday. "I wiD say that the
legislators are going to be a bit
more cautious this time. We
want valid information before
we make a decision."
Gov . .lames R. Thompson will
pre~ent bis budget to the
Legislature on Feb. 8, Rea said.
Shaw said, "I realize the
dilemma the legislators face in
an election year. But they have
a job to do and I heave a job to do.
We all have w stop and ~ook at
the long-range needs of U.
state.
"I'm afraid we may get to the
point where hil'dler education in
Illinoi& will fail behind the
of the nation ~ we.
able to catch up," be said.
to

woo't":

Grolllyko blasts U.S. policies~
Dleets with Shultz on weapons
STOCKHOLM, Sweden (AP)
Soviet Foreign Minister
Andrei A. Gromyko delivered it
blistering attack on U.S.
policies Wedne..<>day, then met
with Secretary of State George
f. Shult2 in the first high-level
. ·contact between the superpowers since the arms talks
broke off.
The talks at the Soviet Embassy were expected to last
three hours, but lasted five
hours and 10 minutes.
Administration sources said
Shultz would suggest U.S.Soviet arms talks resume on
some level even if formal talks
remain S1.1ned.
Four hours before the
meeting, Gr(\myko delivel'Pcl a
polemic speech to the European
Disarmament
Conference,
which is seeking means to
reduce the risk of East-West
conflict.
He said Moscow would not
return to the talks on :~
termediate-range nuclear
missile talks so long as NATO
continues to deploy U.S. cruise
and Pershing 2 missiles in
Western
Eur(lDe.
sayinl!
~

America's "aggressive foreign
policy ... is the main threat of
peace."
He accused U.S. leaders of
making "maniacal plans"
about nuclear war. American
miiitary expenditures are
growing at "unprecedented
rates," Gromyko said. "New
missiles, bombers and ai:'"Craft
carriers are being churnoo out
in some kind of pathological
obsession."
Delegates to the 35-nation
ronference privately discussed
Gromyko's bard-line speech,
hut few would comment until
they could study it.
Gromyko said the Soviet
Union bas "always advocated
political dialogue between the
East and the West and (has) no
intention of giving it up in the
future."

on chemical weapons in
Europe.
Shultz and NATO had hoped
Gromyko would give some
indication of readiness to
resume the talks. The Soviets
walked out - as they had
warned they would - Nov. 23
after the first cruise missiles
arrived in Britain and the first
Pershing 2s in West Germany.
But liromyko saId, fie hav~
warned repeatediy that the
deployment in Western Europe
of U.S. Pt!rshings and <:ruise
missiles will undermine the
basis for negotiations and will
malre them impossible."
Administration sources told
The Associated Press Tuesday
if the Soviets are reluctant to
resume fonnal negotiations in
Geneva, the United Statec is
pr.!pa~ to open other means of
con:munication to reverse ttJe
arms t..~i1t!up by the Soviets '.nd
the United States

And he posed several
proposals for the conference to
prevent nuclear WeIr and to ease
tensions. They.included a treaty
on the "mutual non-use of
military fort"e.·' a ban on first
Gromyko also denounced U.S.
use of nuclear.- arms, nuclear- actions in Lebanon and
free zones in Europe and a ban Grenada.

HEMPHILL from Page I
son," McAnany said. "They
were raised to help defray the

CGSt of his medical expenses."

Holthaus disagreed, saying
many pe'"..ple who contributed
thought the money would go
directly to Hemphill
According to McAnally, a
"gift stipulation form" from the
Hemphill fund spells out what
the money would be used for,
but Holthaus said he's seen the
form and it's blank.

Both men refused to release a and three others was dismissetf
copy of the document, citing the on Dec. 6,1983 in exchange for a
possibility of future litigation, $20,000 settlement which w~ ~
be paid by the UniVersity ,s
"The position of the insurance company, The smt
·was
pursued by Hemphill's
University may force us to take
a position that we don't want to father, Obra, after Hemphill's
take," Holthaus said. "The death.
situation might call for a
completely independent audit."
"Mark felt used," Holthaus
A $5 million lawsuit med ;08id. "He was a victim of a
against former SIU-C head
rela,~ons gamit by the
football coach Rey Dempsey Uni.ver.sitv.

News Roundup----.
Ashes may indicate cause of fire
PEORIA (AP) - Rubble leff by a spectacular fire that
destroyed a five-st'lry warehouse along the city's waterfront
was demolished Wednesday in preparation for an investigation of the cause.
The blaze, which calmed more than $1 million in damage,
was not termed suspicious, but Assistant Fire Chief Ernie
Russell said there was a "distinctly unusual," white-hot glow
on the first Door during the fire. He said firefighters at first
thought a burning chemu:& 111ay have been the cause, but that
no such chemicals were believed stored there.
Peoria Fire Investigator Tim Kelly said the building·s walls
were near coUapse and must be br~t down before 'lificials
can comb the ashes to search for crues.

Cable TV progrC!mming canceled
NEW YORK (AP) - Cable TV's troubled adulescence
claimed a new victim W~esday, a segment of Warner Amex
Cable Communications [nc.'s QUBE service that allows
viewe.-s to "talk back" to their sets.
Warner Amex said a lack of advertising and viewer support
caused it to cancel the original programming it provided for
six cities.
It was not the first cutback in the industry. - \¥o cable networks have folded since late 1982, and others merged to stay
competitive.

Navy to look for unexploded shells
SAN DTEGO (AP) - Forty years ago, an anti-tank crew
sent an artillery round whistlina dee~ into the Camp Elliott
firing range. Last month it expiOOed, lrilling two boys.
That practice round was just one of thousands lobbed into
wide open spaces, dIId the fact that it failed to detonat'! on
impact was of little concern at the time.
But part of the public land is now parked with homes, and
the Navy will beginsearching hundreds of acres today for mOl'
old shells.
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Demp••y ••• the end of an era
Thunday nl,ht, January 1', l-1pm 1.lY••M
SERVICE WITH CARE-THATS OUR
PROMISE TO YOU•••

"In dedicating our businesl to our LonI
& "vlor. J _ Chrllt,Mar.ha and I and
our ItaH are emphaslzlrlg the highest quality
• ervlce without any IJlmmlcks. When you
«WM to UI for your hair ar.:t skin care ne8ds,
",,'11 know thcit we are here to serve you al
f.:.,.stly and completely al our Lord expects -.., to. So come In and ... UI for all
Of your penn::., colors, cuts and styling at
the Hair Lab. Robert Straube
II

THE HAIR LAB
Page 2, Dally £opt_ Juuary 1t,liM
~.!_·Yf

~'.

~.;'.' .• "

~.~~:t;,\~... \. ':"'J.~ ..

Memphll has him now. But befor. leaving, Rey Dempsey became
SIU'I wlnnlngest football coach in
51th hlltOfy.
This Thursd~ night, 7pm, Cil-FM
Sports rememben Rev O.mpsey,
with highlights from ilia flnt s.ven
yean Qt SIU. His ac1ual comments
at the time about gam.., plays,
players, SIU, SIU fans, and mare.
And then, there was this season.
W.1INfIve the 13-1 MQIQn ihrautt.
pay-bv-play audio, Intervlev,'S with
the pray.... and coachr... during

the leason. W.'II Includ. "5Glukl
Pride Encore" and comments from
the Iocbr roam following the ChampIonship gam•.
Cil-FM ~ Mlk. R.ls & Mik.
Trude host this v.ry lpeclal program, dedicated to a v~ special
coach and team, and the fons of
StU •

Donations for sick horses pour in
up possibly the first co-ed
training room in the United
States.
"Bob got static from the
coaches, and a woman from the
PE department even call...-l to
say it was immoral," Boydston
said. "Bob was always open to
new ideas, and treated women
when it wasn't acceptable fnt"
them to be athletes."
Spackman began working at
the Recreation Center in 1980,
and
again
became
indispensable at his job. The flow
of injured students through
"Doc's Used Body Shoppe" was
always heavy, yet Spackman
made time to treat each injury.
Mike Dunn, coordinator at the
Rec Center, said Spackman did
the work of three or four people.
"He was there for everyone
and he was always in demand,"
Dunn said. "I've known him for
10 years, and I've never heard
him say, 'No, I can't help you.'
"I was devastated k. hear of
his death. He was one of those
rare individuals who held
strong beliefs and lived by
them."
Boydston said he received
phone calls until late Tuesday
night from formel' arj-Jetes who
Spackman haj treated. Most
said they had stayed in college
and gotten an education
because of Spackmlin's inspiration.

By Dave Saelens
staff Writer

Concerned Southern Dlinois
horse-lovers are donating time,
money and food to help care for

i5rahl:~noh~~~~~d tg~[e-!~~~
removed from a Chester farm
Monday and brought to the SIU·
C horse center.
"iberyl King, equine specialist
in charge of the SIU-C horse
program, said that the phone in
the animal industries office
rings about every five minutes
from people wanting to donate

"You couldn't be pessimistic
around him," Schulz said. "He
was a motivator. He made me
decide in 1966 that I wanted to
be an athletic trainer, and it's
because of him that I'm head
trainer now.
"He let YI)U decide what kind
of trainer you wanted to be. He
didn't make student trainers
work hard. They were proud to
work hard for him."
Helping others was what Doc
Spackman was all about, and he
was the first to admit it.
Spackman once said, ''That's
what it's all about - helping
others. And then maybe I'll get
my reward in heaven. There
probably won't be many
trainers there, so 1 should be
pretty busy."

::::z~~:s: b~~i th~

County State's Attorney's Of·
fice, Hettesheimer pleaded
guilty and was ordered to pay a
fiR"! of $100 for each of the first
three counts, and $50 for the last
count.
Donna Ewing, president of
the Illinois Hooved Animal
Humane Society, sa d that after
tne horses were removed from
the fan'!!, 15 were transported
by the IHAHS to the horse
center at SIU-C while the
remaining 17 were taken to the
Egyptian Stables in Herrin.
Ewing said the lHAHS is
supplying the food for the
horses, and said they estimate
that the hill for food for the

seven-day stay, as well as costs
for transporting the horses, will
amount to about $3,000.
Ewing added that the IHAHS
has been "overwhelmed by the
amount of ';ervice donated by
people in U,e area.".
King said l.hey have also been
receiving u,lls from people
interested in adopting the
horses, and those people are
referred to the IHAHS, which is
in charge of the adoptions.
Ewing said that anyone
wishing to adopt a horse will
have to pass an inspection from
the IHAHS inspector to make
sure they are capable of taking
cart! of a horse.

peak health.
"Some are volunteering food, NOW endorses Simon bid for Senate
grain, hay or whatever they can
The minois Chapter of the "significant" because it "shows
spare," "he said.
The 15 IJOrSeS are from a herd National Organization of that Paul Simon is the canof 32 ''l3t were taken from a Women endorsed Rep. Paul didate best able to exploit the
farm in Chester Monday and Simon, D·Makanda, for the gender gap, both in the primary
impounded by the IHinois Democratic nomination for the and in the general election in
Department of Agricuiture on U.S. Senate Wednesday.
the faU."
The Chica
NOW affiliate
anegations of negligence and
The unanimous endorsement
had previousf; endorsed Simon of Simon by NOW's state
mistreatment.
Nolan Hettesheimer of Route over his three opponents council will mean a contribution
2, Chester, the previous owner state Senate President Philip of up to $5,000 to Simon's
of the horses, appeared in Rock, Comptroller Roland campaign as wen as volunteer
Randolph County Circuit Court Burris and Alex Seith - in the help from NOW affiliates
statewide during the campaign.
Wednesday on four counts of minois primary March ~.
Forrest Claypool, Simon's
The endorsement came after
violations of the Hor••clne Care
for Animals Act, brought press aide, said he was "very Simon, Burris and Seith ap'against him by the minois pleased and grateful for the peared before the state council.
Rock was not invited by the
endorsement. "
Department of Agriculture.
He said the endorsement was group.
According to the Randol~

two
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Fear and loathing in the duffel bag shuffle
, SOMETIMES I feel like The
Fugitive. Just when I think I've
gotten 'em off my trail, they
catch up.
'I'm referring to that jambalaya of junk-mail mongers
Who alwa~'S fmd your address
do m&tter how many times you
move.
I thought I'd escaped the
military recruiters, mail-arder
clothi~~s and clearing-house
givea\\ays when my wife, Julie,
and I moved to Southern Hills
over the summer.
"They'll never fmd us here,"
I told myself. Ho, ho.
In my mail OIl Monday were
two parcels with typically
impersonal salutations - to
John Small. That's a junk-mail
tipoff right there: the Proper
Name Syndrome. Computers
know no nicknames, though the
only people who actually call
me John are instructors when
they call roll in class the first
time. Or my sister, when she's
mad I\t me.

I SUSPECT the University's
heavy hand in all this. I don't
subscribe to any magazines -

Jay Small
StaHWriter

~=~Il~n':t°~C:o ~o:;.~~~

store credit cards are in Julie's
name.
The only way that the
Marine., and Sports Illustrated
magazine could have gotten my
handle and the address to go
under it is if they bought 'em
from the University. U's my
own fault - I knew SIU.e was
going to sell mailing lists, but I
didn't have my name taken off
the public access roster.
Now the Marines are looking
for one more good man ... me.
No accounting for taste, I

suppose.
And Sports Illustrated tells
me I May Have Already Won,
They're just itching to give
away a Grand Prize of $25,000
(double that if I mail in time)
and trips to every major sports
event except the Harrisburg
Me' .lorial Park Labor Day
Watermelon Eating Contest.
They'r~ saving that for
second prIZe.
THE
BROCHURE
accompanying this giveaway
extravaganza
boisterously
proclaims "5,010 Winners!" In
fme print, we discover that 5,000
of those lucky folks May Have
Already Won duffel bags.
I'm always leery when they
tell me I May Have Already
Won something, and even more
leery when they say "No
Purchase Necessary. II
If, for example, I don't ha~'e
to buy Sports Ulustrated to win
a duffel bag or mundobucks
(hey, let's think big), why do
they send two envelopes in
which to return the entry? One
is the "YES! I want Sports
Ulustrated at any cost! Here,

take my kids!" envelope; the
other is the "NO! Are you
kidding? I wouldn't read Sports
Illustrated with your ma's
eyes!" envelope.

KATHER THAN an $8
athletics fee boost, for example,
wouldn't it be more entertaining
to have an athletics sweepstakes? ~~ake every student
take his or her eight bucks each
IF THEY'RE being com- semester and buy tickets by
pletely objective about picking mail to Saluki sports events,
winners for their contest, why then give one lucky ticketholder
can't the Sports Illustrated folks $10,000 and you've got a
wait until after the contest, olNn sweepstakes.
the envelopes and find out then
Naturally, some students will
if you want a subscription? want to improve their chances,
Frankly, I'd rather not have the so they'll buy more thar. $8
;'08t office collecting data on my worth of tickets. SIU-C would
reading habits from the backs clean up, And :his way, every
of outgoing envelopes.
contestant gets to see sporting
But I can't resist taking events - in that regard, it's
Sports Illustrated up on it. I sent even better than Sports
back my entry in the "NO!" Illustrated's contest.
enveloJ?4: and now I'm playing
Or instead of the hum-<!rum
the walting game. Don't laugh, procedures sru-c used to hire a
gang, because I May Have replacement for football Coach
Already Won.
Hey Dempsey, the University
I guess what bothers me most could have held a direct-mail
about the University selling my contest amonr candidates, All
address is that sru-c doesn't those prospective coaches out
learn from the success of junk- there could have opened a
mail purveyors. Why can't the mailer which read something
University cash in on direct- like this:
mail marketing, rather than
"You May Have Already Won
leaving the success potential a major college football
solely to private enterprise?
championship. "

-~ditorial

Basketball TV edict
should get a replay
11IE DECISION to end television coverage of men's blbll:etball
home games was made for two stated reasons: the impact of the
coverage on attendance and the cost of providing such coverage.
Both reasons deserve closer scrutiny.
WSIU-TV broadcast the first six borne games of the season three live and three on tape delay - before a "erbal agreement to
broadcast the remaining games was c:aoceUed during break. Bruce
Swinburne, vice president for student affairs, expressed concern
that TV coverage might be hurting attendanee at the Arena.
That concern didn't stem from any statistics, but rather from the
opinions of basketball coaches and other alleged experts. Swinburne should have added up the figures.
ACCORDING TO statistics provided by the University's sports
information office, average attendance at the first sbt bome games
this season bas been 2,m, compared to an average of 2,761 during
the fU'St five home games ~ast season.
But last year's attendance ftgures were boosted by a game
against Sootheast M1vouri State, which was seen by a crowd of
3,824. When the SEMO game - which probably drew a lot of fans
from across the state border - is not considel'ed, the avenge attendance for the first few J8Dles is 2,503, or lJleI'eIy 81 mm-e than
this ye;uo's average.
Furthermore, SWiDbume said be was particula1'J CODCenIed by
the impact of live bnack:aBts. But the average attendance leT
"live" games ill only 12 fewer thaD the "deIa,ed It ga.nes.

11118 BRIEF mathematieal aen:ise - an exercise that SWinburne should have undertaken - ill c:ertainly not conclllllive, but
that's the point. Att:eDdaaee at men's basketball home games is
down from 1ut year, but Dot by any ataaerina: amount. ADd
whether the slight drop in attendance can~be attributed to TV
coverage is purel:f a -~. ADd in a season that began during
football bysteria, &Mfa week preparatiOll8 and record..Jow temperatures, it is a guess that we wouldn't bet on.
This leaves the CCIDCerD about costs.
AlIaD Pizzato, WSIU station manager, estimated that it coats
more thaD .,000 to produce a sports broadcast. In these days 01
budget cuts and belt-tightening, $2,000 is nothing to sneeze at, but
it's not an insurmountable coat, particularly in the afterglow of the
football &ea8OIl.
Apparently, the people at WSIU Imd Anthony Hall have made
little attempt to get local business, foundations or individuals to
IDlderwrite the cost of the buketball broadcasts. In a time when the
words ''SaIuki Sports" generate more pride than at~y time since
Walt Frazier dribbled SIU-C into the natiooal spotlight, fmancia!
support is definitely ~ seetin(!:.

sport8am

mE MEN'S bukebaU team is off to a great start this year and
interest in the University's
is bigber than ever. This
is DO time to cut TV coverage, es
since the coverage could
actually increase attendance; sm broadcasters have made a
special point to urge viewers to com'! &ee the Salukis in person.
And broadcasts of sports events, in addition to promoting the
Univenity, give students an invaluable opportunity to gain bandson expesieuce.
But none of this seems to have been give!! much consideration by
Swinburne and Pizzato, who have decided to throw in the towel for
tbia year. Tbat decision was made basWr and premature1y; there
are stilllix bome games left i.o be played. The decision-makers at
SIU-C Iboqld take a lesson from some of the student athletes at this
University: Don't give up without a fIght.
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SIU-C also offers Bible courses
Assorted extension courses in
biblical studies, offered through
a variety of Christian churches
and campus ministries in
Carbondale, have been attracting the attention of Daily
Egyptian reporters and its
editorial staff. I hope it will not
be forgottel!. that SIt I.e has its
Religious
Studies
own
Department, which offers
courses in the meauing and
interpretation of the Bible.

This semester, for example,
there is a three-credit hour
course on "Introduction to the
New Tpo;tllment" offered
Tuesday and Tnursday af·
ternoons. Interested students
may learn more about their
religious heritage, while
compiling credits toward
graduation from this university.
- Theodore A. Gill, Jr., III!ltnacter, ReUIi- Studies.

By Brad Lancaster
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Nigerian coup caused by inept leader
ThE' New Year's eve coup in
Nigeria has opened serious
questions on the survival of
dem~racy in Africa. Nigeria.

~~~~~~ti~M~f:~~ ~~~ ~~~I~~~

onlv democracv in Africa
before the New \'ear's eve.
Nigt'ria. which t;'1d previously
been WIder militarv rule for 13
year~. moved sWiftiy once again
to militarv rule arter four vears
of fragile democracy. President
Shehu Shagari. who was elected
in 1979 under a lJ .S.-type of
constitution. won his re-election
bid three months ago. He had
promised to be tough on civil
servants. politicians and
corrupt individuals in his

second term. hut the genE'I'als
did not let him transform his
words into action.
Judging President Shagari by
his first term in office. one can
easilv conclude that he does not
have' the kind of dvnamism and
toughness rf'quired to occupy
the top post of a nation as
diverse as Nigeria. Nigeria has
an estimated population of 100
million. composed of about 250
tribes each with its distinct
language. Nigeria is a rich
counl;-y endowed with various
mineral resources, most importantly crude I'il. it is a
mt'mber of the Organization of
Pctroleum Exporting Countries. and earns about 70 per-

Hazardous eXDorts
harm Third World
.iL.

TIIIRD WORI.Dcountnes are
a dumping ground for hazardous exports. t'ither in the form
of ·transfer of technology' or as
vast quantities of harmful
chemicals. insecticides and
pesticides
This was the conclusion of 14(
representatives
from
4(
countries
who
recently
gathered at the 10th World
Congress on the Prevention 01
Occupational Accidents and
Diseases held in Ottaw .. -Hull.
Canada
These
international
representatives concluded that
the transfer of technology has
been made under the misconception that its mere shipment
to the Third World will uplift
their level of technology.
"Tn merelv translocate
machinery or equipment in this
way is to court di~"~'~er,"said
Ivan L. Head. pr'~sident of the
International Development
Research Center, ·..,hicD c;onsored the workshop on
developing countries.
In 1983. developing countries
imported 32.3 percent of the
world's machinery and transport equipment. close to the
European Economic Community's 29.6 percent. Last year
they also imported a quarter of
the world's chemicals.
TilE TIIIRD WORLD'S
predicament is that it faces an
ever pressing need for r3pid
industrialization and in(;reased
agncultrual
production.
Sina5amboo Suiaprai{ashan, a
labor commissioner from Sri
Lanka. sa;d that developing
countries starting new industries must also contend with
a mix of technology. imported
from various countries. which
tends to c·onfuse workers.
About 18 percent of reportable
accidents in Third World industries are due to faulty,
unguarded machinery. This
means loss of life. loss of
organs, a finger or an eye, and
general deterioration in health
for workers who handle toxic
chemicals improperly.
Even more disturbing is the
practice
of
"dumping"
hazardous
chemicals
in
developing countries.
"Wt: IN TUE developing
countries have become a
dumping
ground
from
chemicals. without the proper
information for the consequences." said a representative from Zimbabwe.
The
Geneva-based
International Labor Organization
warned that industries creating
hazardous waste, which are
usually based in advanced
countries. find "safe haven" in
the Third World and gh·e Iittlt
thought to the ultimat'~ and
often irreversible damago:! they
mav cause.
T'he
World
Be·:-.lth

('ent or its total revenues from
oil exports. Nol surprisingly.
when the wor·ld oil demand
slumped. the !\jigerian econo'llY
shivered.
In the midst of the impending
crisis. government officIals.
including Pre!:ident Shagari.
con!inued to purchase private
l.C'ar jets and Merc~des
limousines. Domestic issues
Wl'rE' not tackled or were
postponed indefinitely and food
prices kept soaring. Armed
rubbt"rv has become so common
Ihat everybody lives in fear.
Corruption is rampant and
agricultural production keeps
rallin!!.

Sha-gari's administration was

Editor's

note:

The

following commentary was

A. Parker
and Jack Vat Der Slik of the
Illinois StUll. ~s Center at
Sangamon Stale University.

Staff Writer

Organization says that the
number of toxic chemicals
produced and handled by
workers in Third World countries is rapidly increasing and
the WHO has called for urgent
preventiye action.
A delegate from West Germany stated that although large
quantities of chemicals are
exported to deve\nping countries, the manufa Irers do not
want to label Jr indicate
potential dangers to human
beings_ "They only want to
show they can kill pests and
insects without showing symbols of hazards to human
beings." the delegate said.
,\ I..: ....:GATF. from Costa
Rica said that seven years ago
one type of pesticide ki!)ed 100
workers in his country.
But pesticides aren't the only
danger being faced by workers
in developing countries.
Though the production of
asbestos has been banned in
some advanced countries, it is
still exported to the Third World
in the form of asbestos-cement
products for use with tiles and
drain pipes. roofing sheets. pipe
and boiler insulation. fire
proofing clothing and in brake
linings for cars. Asbestos is
known to cause lung cancer.
Lead, which can cause lead
poisoning. has serious health
implications
for
small
businesses in developing
countries involved with battery
charging. Radiologists and
radiographers in Third World
countries often have inadequate
Plotection and may suffer from
skin cancer or leukemia.
Dyes. oils, resins, paints.
piasticizers and various metals
may
cause
dermatitis.
Likewise, fungicides such as
orthocresol cause low blood
pressure and skin discoloration.
The list is long:lnd
the
question remains as to whether
the Third World can continue to
suffer with inappropriate and
hazardous chemical dumping.
This comflex issue calls on the
part of al developing countries
to create tougher safety stan·
dards to be applied toward their
imports and for occupational
health specialists to increase
awareness about hazardous
industries among employees,
industrialists and the public.

corrupt government Nigerians
have witnessed since their
indept'ndence in 1960.
11 is not surprising. therefore.
that the new military reign
under the leadership of Maj.
Gen. Mohammed Buhari has
been applauded in all sectors of
Nigerian society. Buhari is an
intelligent. scholarly officer
from the MUslim North. At 36.
he has served as Nigerian oil
minister in 1976 and headed
other top government appointments in the last military

govE'rnmt'nt before Shagari's
civilian administration.
He has promised to curb
corruption in government and
restore the economic health of
the nation. B.!hari's administration will stand or fail on
how he deals with these central
Issues.
And
remember.
although he has not promised
when he will hand over power to
civilians. a country as diverse
as :-.Iigeria and one which had
taken pride in being the world's
fourth largest democracy will
definitely like to return to
democratically elected
government. - Oli">a Adigwe.
r;raduate Student. Economics.

Charities tell of real hunger
written by

Jack Prasai

verv
inefficient,
lacked
leadership and, most unfortunately. was the most-

,~oan

Many Americans are in
their annual frenzy of trylng
to take off the extra pounds
acquired during the holidays.
The newspapers are filled
with daily diet-and-exercise
programs and traffic in the
bealth clubs is heavy again.
But for many other
Americans, hunger, not
overeating, is their prime
concern.
A DISQUIETING note was
injected into this year's
holiday festivities by White
House counselor Ed Meese
who questioned whether or
not hunger exists in America.
(Meese was described later
by V.S. House Speaker "Tip"
O'Neill as "having the instinct of a Scrooge"). Meese
said that he didn't know of
"any authoritative figures
that there are hungry
children." He said that he
had "heard a lot of ar.ecdotal
stuff" and continued, "we've
had considerable informaticn
that people go to soup Kitchens because the food is free
and . _ . that's easier thaJJ
paying for it."
Meese's comments caused
an uproar in the media, occasioned a great nationv,lde
reaction from social service
agencies and governmental
officials, and resulted in
some conciliatory comments
from President Ronald
Reagan himself.
AND NOW. barely a month
later, we have a White House
Task Force on hunger

publishing a report whi .. h
states that it is unable "to
substantiate allegations of
rampant hunger" in America
and
recommends
that
Congress make participation
in the federal food stamp
program optional through.
block grants to the states
The task force's report is sure
to trigger another fierce
national debate.
The federal food assistance
program began in 1966 under
the V.S. Department of
Agriculture with a two-fold
purpose: to relieve a surplus
of domestic f~rm commodities and to allow participants a nutritional food
supplement through the
purch~se of food stamps. The
program was established to
be federally funded and stateadministered.
mE WAY THAT it works
in Illinois is that needy
participants go to an office of
the Illinois Department of
Public Aid located in their
own communities. There.
through a complicated formula based on criteria such
as income, assets, family
size, and employment, the
local DPA agency determines
if the applicants are eligible
for publIc assistance and food
stamps. If eligibility is
established. a certain formula-based "nutritionallevel"
monthly
dollar
allotment is designated. In
the early days if a family, for
example, needed $100 worth
of food stamps, it would
purchase $50 worth with it>
own money and would be
given a bonus allotment of $50
worth, The "purchase"
requirement was eliminated
in the late 70s, and now that
same family would simply

receive the $50 "bonus" food
stamps. Many families may
be worse off under the newer
method of allotment. Because
they are not required to spend
their first $50 on food, they
may sacrifice it in favor of
other necessities such as
utilities.
THE CASE for a hunger
problem in Illinois is compelling. Last month, according
to
a
DPA
spokesperson, there were
almost 950'(h)0 persons
receiving public assistance,
and 95 percent of these were
taking advantage of the food
stamp
program.
As
staggering as that figure
appears, it was not as high as
the one willion plus reached
in October of last year.
But that's not the whole
story. Other private and
public social service agencies
and churches have also had to
respond. They have set up
soup kitchens and have taken
other emerg~ncy measures,
such as distribution of surplus food commodities
(cheese is tbf. most wellknown).
An administrator of a fivecounty community action
program in central Illinois
told us that there has been a
dramatic increase in the last
18 months in the number of
people using its "food pantry" - a supply of food
staples kept on hand for
emergencies .
ASKED TO comment on
the Maese statement this
same community action
administrator said, "So
many decision-makers seem
to exist in an environment not
out in the front-line of action.
I widJ they could see what I'
see."
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8562 in albums
taken in burglary

Bandit probably the top Saluki
from an Egyptian dog's angle
By Anne Flasza
Staff Writer

Bancit has an attitude
problem. He thinks he's the t('p
dog.
F
And despite what Khalid and
Thunder think, he more than
likely is.
Bandit is the sellior member
of the saluki ~ d, a trio of
pure-bred EgypUl' ,1 dogs owned
by the Universi'_y and kept 8.t
the Wildlife Innex, just off
McLafferty RpJd.
According to Ed Kazak. one flf
three graduate students in
zoology who taJ.e care of the
dogs, the personalities of the
three male dogs vary greatly.
Bandit, a 10--year-(lld, stands
out immediately. The only
black saluki, he'll look you in
the eye and try to leave his
mark on your camera bag.
Thunder, the youngest at age
five, is a friendly, healthy dog
\\ith a gleaming tan coat and a
capacity to play and run endlessly about the two-acre
~nclosure adjacent to the
kennels.
Khalid, who Kazak said is
about six years old, is the timid
dog, recently plagued by what
Kazak referred to as "dCJg
sores."
Within the compound are
heated enclQSures for the dogs
with outside runs. And although
the enclosures are somewhat
small by human st:indards,

A SalukJ

"When its nicer out we will
leave them out for longer
periods of time," he said.
The compound is located on a
fairly isolated piece of land used
by the Cooperative Wildlife
Research Laboratory. PEi'haps
because they're isolated, or
maybe just because they're

A burglary occured at 503 W.
Baird St. between 7:30 p.m.,
Saturday, and 3 a.m. Sunday,
Carbondale police said.
Police said the burglar entered the home of Kurt G.
Esposito, 20, and took $562
worth of record albums.

Thf: dogs are under the care of
W.D. Klimstra, a zoology
professor.
The dogs are handled at
Saluki football games and other
events by the Alpha Phi Omega
fraternity .
Salukis are long-haired and
thin. The oldest pure-bred dog
in the world, they were tamed
by the ancient Egyptians
around 3500 B.C. for hunting.
ACCording to Kazak, they are
stiD use<! to some e~tent toy
hunters.
SIU-C began keeping salukis
in 1951 when the firs" King Tut,
was acquired. OvlCr the yean!.
the number of dogs has varied,
peaking during a breeding
program for the dogs in the
early 19705.
Juhlin said there are no plans
to alter the dog program in any
manner.
So, how 'bout them dogs?
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dogs, Kazak said the salukis
will howl at "almost anything
they see."
This year's budget for the
saluki set totalled $4,000. Larry
Juhlin, assistant to the vice
president for Student Mfairs,
said $3,000 of that goes for
wages, $800 for food, and $200
for anticipated veterinary
costs.
Kazak said the dogs eat about
50 pounds of dry Bow-Wow dog
food and a half of a case of Alpo
per week.

during the winter, Kazak said.
the dogs spend about two hours
each day outside their k,:nnels.

..... ,..as .. ~,s.

----CEntertainment Guide---. UVE ENTERTAINMENT

the decade. Arter midnight, the D.J .
will switch to modern tune...

Airwaves - Friday and Saturday
nights, 'fhlrd Eye R~gga~ Bantl
from Chicago will give your feet the
beat.

~~:'~C::~icn~fl~~ ~:;!~'::Irn~:~

Fred's Dance Barn - Stn~
S~wberry and th~ South Land Ba"d
will be f;<ldlin' around Saturday
night. Cover hi $2.75 for adults.
Gatsby's - Thui'!tlay night,
Straight Shot will hit you right
between the eyes with their
Southern rock and rock-n-roll music,
Friday afternoon. NUt Flesh and tIM!
"'oang Am~riuns will start your
weekend off with a bang. Friday
night, the disc jockeys from WIDB
"'i11 play fave tunes; Saturday night
the jocks from WTAO get their tum.
Sunday eve, the acoustic guitar
sounds of Th~ Naas Bnlthers will be
featured. Monday and Tuesday
nights, mellow out with C. R.a"d
Giw... Wednesday, hear The Heard.
No cover ever.

No cover.

Piol'll Penny Pub - The jazzy
sounds of Mucy will be featured
Sunday night. No cover.

~".!~~':t.!:!l~~~ ~~!

br:;.i ':,
rock-n-roll Friday and SHurday
nights. Cover is 52.50.
Prime Time The Joey
Springfkid Band will play lop 40 hits
Thursday through Saturday ror no
cover.

A re('eption honoring artist
(;ary F.dgren will he held at the
opening of his ~'l(hibif from 2 to 6
p.m. Friday at the lTniversity
l\1us('um in Faner flail.
Jo:dgren, a gradualt' of SIU-c'
taught in the School of Art in the
lalt' 1970's and has continued to
c:,hihit his work in the Midwest.
Must'um hours are 9 a.m. 10 :3
p.m. Monday through Friday
and 1::10 io 4::10 p.m. Sundays
when classes are in session
AdmiSSIOn is free.

D~~~y~~II. ~:~~~ 9J'g'mms"

:1'

~:~r':l:y~ ~=~\':lmiC

will
sponsor another free recital
featuring soprano Karen York

t;ii~lf::~;~~lrt!i!!:~~~

,Icrvis Underwood on the recorder,
Marina :\ntolim" 011 the clarinet and
Sarah Kathryn Smith on the cello.
The recital will be at 8 p.m. at the
Old Baptist Foundation Rpcital H3U.

will play at 7 and 9 p.m.
Wednesday, .. Raiders of the
Lost A.:t" will be shown at7 and 9: 15
p.m.
All SPC Films <lre shown in the
Student Center AuditorIUm for tbe
admission price of 11.541.

SP<" VIDEOS
Stan Hoye's - The lop 40 tunes of
Centerfold will be the main attraction Thursday through Saturday. No cover.

The Club - Thursday.- catch the
funky sounds of Professor Filii key •.
Friday night, The Heanl wiG play,
and Saturday eve Tbe N.as
Hangar 9 - Country fans, get your Brothers will play their acoustic folk
cowboy boots on Thursday for Park .music. No cover.
and th~ "avana Ducks. Cover is $2.
Friday and Saturday nights, Carla
T,J.'s Watering Hole - Thursday
and the Ul!touchables will play for a night, look into the pop rock of
buck.
Windows. Friday and Saturday
nig',t. ScaDD~n will get ya dandn'
Oasis Lounge - Friday night, for a dollar cover.
experience a taste of the '60s with
caged go-go dancers and music from
Tres Hombres Monday
night.Gu5 Pappelil and JohD
\lould~r will jazz up the evening.
Wednesday night. Timber Ridge will
play blue grass.

Reception to honor
artist scheduled

Friday -and tiBturday. Richard
Gf're stars in' • Breathless" at 7
and 9 p.m. At II p.m., Monty
Python's' , The Secret Poiiceman's
other Ball" will be shown.
Sunday, see' , Fitzcarraldo" at 7
p.m.
Mondav, ' . Fitzcarraldo" will be
shown at 6 p.m. and ' , Burden of

JOURNEY TO AN AGE
OF AWESOME MAGIC

Thursday. ' . Valley Girl" will be

s~~:s~~; anda~!m. Wednesday.
, . Airplane" will play at 7 and 9
p.m.
All SPC Videos are shown in the
St'Jdent Center's 4th Floor Video
Lounge for $l..

THE LAST GREAT
WARRIOR KING.

CONCERTS

Tuesday, mczzo-~prano JeMifer
Jones will perform the third of this
season's Con:munity Concerts .1t 8
j),m. in Shryock Auditorium .•\dmission for students is 12 for concert
only, or $7.25 for ticket plus buflet
dinner before the concert in the Ole!
Main Room 3t 6 p.m. Information
(',an be obtained by calling 54~29
or 684-355l.
Thursday, the SIU-C School of
music will present a free recital
SPC FILM:,
featuring baritone Eric McCluskey
and pianist Margan,: Simmons. The
Thursday Pink Floyli's ' • The recital will be held at B p.m. in the
Wall" will be ~hown at 7 and 9 p.m. Old Baptist Foundation Recital Hall
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CIPS consumer-saving plan OK'~
Ih' Rruee Kirkham
,taff Writer

The approved ninli!-point plan
will cost CIPS an estimated
$407,000.

The Illinois Commerce
('ommission recently approved
;1
pilot energy conservation
program submitted by the
('I'ntral Illinois Public Service
;:0. designed to help consumers
,ave on utility bills.
.. The program is the result of
jill!
ICC order issued last
.lanurary to ten utility companies to develop plans to help
('onsumers save on utility bills
I hrough Conservation.
The plan includes experimental programs t.hat will
be evaluatt>d within two years to
detennirw if they should be
implemerlted on a full-scale
hasis, according to Doris
Freitag of C!PS.
One P.'!rtion of the Pilot plan
Ihat WID be availabllt'W Carhondale residents is a $200
rebate for resident.. w!l~ !!lstall
heat pumps in their homes.
Heat pumps are the most
dficient form of electric
heating system, Freitag said.
Hebates will be available
beginning in March, she said.
A:-.omer part or to"!.. phm is an
energy conservation education
program aimed at senior
l"itizens. Freitag said that the
local CIPS office is working on
sponsoring workshops in the

The Carbondale City Council
responded to the CIPS proposal
ill September with charges that
the plan contained too few
programs and was too limited in
its scope.
The proposal was criticized at

INTRAMURAL SPORTS

TIN~r."~~AMENTS
For Men und Women

TAIL!

•
•

Novlc.·'nt.rm.cllat.· Advanced'Open

.
"

~AII curr.nt slue .tudents who

,

hovel paid any partian of the Recreation Fee.
Faculty/.taH and spause. with curr.nt SRC
Us. Card or with payment of $3 entry f. . -l SRC
daily. u'!!!M ~r•.~so ~I~gibl •.
REGIS!RATlON:'Srgn~p at SRC Info. Desk. A $1.00
forf.it f. . is required and is refundabl. to all
participonts who da not forfeit any contests.

EVENi_..... lmti'i.s dose Monday. January 23,
11:00 p.m. Play begins Monday. Jan. 30.

II' SCHOLARSHIPS FOR ~
MEDICAL STUDENTS

Carbondale area.

The program also includes
free weatherization kits, which
contain caulking, weather
stripping and tape to seal
windows and doors. Kits are
available tt' the general public
at the Carbondale CIPS office,
Freitag said.
Pilot programs in other
locations include free walkthrough energy audits ano
weatherization kits for small
businesses in the Quincy area.
CIPS will also assist one
school, yet to be determined, in
applying for federal energy
conservation grants and will
provide
matching
funds
r.cressary to obtain such grants
CIPS slIbmitted a proposal to
the ICC in July, and s!Jbmitted a
revised plan which was eventually approved in September.

Medical school costs are rising every day.
The)"re climbing faster than many students
can handle without the right kind of financia!
help. If you're a medical student, the Air Force
may have the best answer for you. We offer an
excellent scholarship program that can ease
the financial strain of medical or osteopathy
school and allow you to concentrate on your
studies. Participation is based on competitiv~
selection. Let the Air Force make an investment in your professional future. For more
information contact:
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J J!J~!)

T;~~!~
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CRAFT
HOURS
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The company said in a
statement that 1983 &ales
totaled $5.42 billion, down $1.05
billion as a result of depressed
economic conditions worldwide.
The less per share was $3.74,
compared with a loss of $2.04
the previous year.
The company also repon..'Cl a
loss o( $11 million in the fourth
quart.er 01 1983, including an
after-tax charg~ of $15 million
associated with the planned
closing of three plants announced earlier this week.

Monday thru Friday
Saturdag
Sunday.

(618) 453-3636

CAKE DEfDRATlNG
Tuesdays
Feb. 7 - Milreh 6
5:00 - 7:!)C pm
S15.00 (plus
supplies)

Wednesdays
Milrch 23 - Apr. 25
5:00 - 7:00 pol
SI~.OO (plus supplies)

CAlLIGRAPHY 11

STAINED GLASS

IledneSdays
Feb. 8 - Milreh 7

Wednesdays
Feb. 8 - Miln:h 7
7:30 - 9:30 pm
$16.00 (plus supplies)

5:30 - 7:30 II"
S15.00 (plus supplies)

BASKETS I MORE

llATERr..OlOtt
Thlll'Sdays
Feb. 9 - IIIrch 8

5:00 - 7:00 ..
$15.00 (plus Sullfllfes)

Thursdays
Feb. 9 - Milreh a
7:00 - 9:00 pol
S14.00 (plu~ supplies)

CALLIGRAPHY I
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Whiskey
&Mixer

c.pt. Allan W. Dawl.

Caterpillar reports
$34.tj million 1088
PEORIA, Ill. (AP)
Caterpillar Tractor
Co.,
hampered b~' lower sales and
stiff costs fJom plant closures.
Wednesday reported a record
loss of $345 million for the 1983
fISCal year.
The loss was the second
straight for the giant earthmoving-«lUipment
manufacturer, which lost $180
million for fiscal 1982 - the rlf'St
deficit in 50 years.

a ~emLer public hearing in
Carbondale by a nUlT.ber of
people, including Cl,y Councilman Keith TU',(horn and
Egyptian Area Agency on Aging
Director George Everingham.
CIPS serves 305,~ electric
customers and 148,000 natural
gas customers in central and
Southern Illinois.

Daily EgyptiID, Jaacal'J I', 1_

IlednesUY
Feb. 8 - IIIrch 7

6:00 - 8:00 ..
S18.00 (Includes

bIIslc slIPlIlfes)

Monellys
Feb. 6 - lllreh 19
(no class Feb. 13 or
Mlreh 12)
5::JII.- 7::JII ..

:~~.!tIUS

SHOP

11:30 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.
12:00 noon to 5:00 p,m.

. . . . • . . . . CLOSED

FAMILY IIIoY
PARENT/CHILD MY

BASIC RAKU I

Age fl'Olll 5 yrs old
Saturdays
Mareh 31 - Mily 5
(no class Apr. 21)
I:OO-l:00plll
$12.00 (includes
b;,$ic supplies)'

Tues/Th","s
Mare!) 27 - Apr. 26
7:00 - 9:00 pili
$25.00 (includes
basic supplies)

HAIMlCK JW:I NG
T. B. A.
(2 eIIy .,rtshOP)
S50.00 (includes supplies

BASIC I'OmRY I
Tues/Thurs
Feb. 7 - Mlrch B
5:00 - 7:00 PI'I
S22.00 (includes
basic supplies)

BASIC IIOODSHOP I I
Tuesdays
March 27 - Apr. 24
5:00 - 7:00 pol
$15.00 (plus supplies)

BASIC WOODSHOP I
Tuesdays
Feb. 7 - Milreh 6

5:00 - 8:00 PIlI
$15.00 (plus suoplles)

Thursdays
March 29 - A4Jr. 26

6:00 - 9:00 JIll
S15.00 (plus supplies)
BASIC DRAWING
Thursdays
March 29 - A4Jr. 26

5:00 - 7:00

JIll

S15.oo (plus supplies)

R~bots

may 800n patrol prisons

WClRl'HN, :\1 <lS5. lAP,
Soml'timl' nl'xt \'('ar. !'om('
prisons might IX' patrolled by a
short, stuhhv robot nam('d
Ol'nnv thilt ('iln sm('II, hear lind
srI' rScaping inm'ltes and warn.
"Ynll hllvl' IX'en rll'tl'l'ted."
Jlr!lninl~ :\Iohill' Hoootil's Inc,
s,1id it hr.s signro II l'ontract t ..
proclu('r as many as 2110 rooots a
\'('ar for Southrrn St('('1 Co. of
s.,n Antonio. Tl'xas, th(' nalion's
larg('sl
Olanuta('\ur('r
of
rll'1('ntion <'quipm('nt.
Th(' robot, still und('r
rtcvelopm('nl. will IX' used 10
suppl('m<'nt guard duties.
"Tht' task is nol SJ mu('h 10
replac(" guards but to replac('
Ihe
functions
Ihat
ar('
dangerous or OOring." said Ben
W('lIington. [)(>nning markl'ling
vice president. "Walking a
prison corridor at night can be a

oorinJ!, joh, imd wh<'n it's not
boring. it's rlllngl'rlltl' ,
"Th(' robot ('an mainlilm Ih('
s.1mt' I('vel of ('onschlUSnl'Ss. It
d()('sn'l ~l'I sl('('p~' or ('af('Il'S.o;."
W"'linglon said Ih(' ~,foot-I'11I.
211f1-pound robot will h('
rquippNI \\ ith infrarm :md
ultrasoni(' Sl'nso", ilnd ammonia "sniff<,"," that can sm('11
faint odors givl'n off b~' humans.
Som(' robols will earn'
1('I('vision canwras: non(' wiil
ill' armt'd,
Wh('n a rooot ('ncounters ,I
human, it will warn in a stern
voice, .. YIItI have heen rll't('('led."
The robot will do its own
thinking with a "hrain" u."ing
Iwo 32-hit microchips encased
in a bulletproof eage."t can lell
when it is suffering a malfullClion :lnd will report hack to

.PIADLINI POll A.....ICATION II:
. .DAY, JANUAft 11.1'"

hUlllan ~1I"rds ill
('nntral p.'IOI'I.

,I

4th Degree Black Belt Instructor
lewis School Gym
(Comer-Grand Ave.

('('nlrill

"Th(' mhot will hi' huilt to
withsland
iI
ha"('rin~:'
\\'1'lIin~tnn said "II will hi' abll'
10 Sl'ns(' it is Il('in~ h,a: l('f('d and
Ir\" 10 !lIrn :IDd run. Ir somron('
wiJa('ks it with a hm;('h;11I h.1t it
will Ir~' to J!I'I nlll nr thl'rl' ..

Lewis La"e)

Begins:
TU... 1/24/84
Yout!-! C.....: TaTH ":30-5:30
Adult C.....: TaTH 5:30-6:30

r..:f6--.)-.......:.2D.~

Coli Mr. Mike Wadiak at 549-....

Malhemalical
help Gny sludenl
cQnalford.
54-function scientific calculator
designed specifically for
today's math students.
Built-in statistical ca~)8bilitit!sji
let you compute. mean
standard deviation for
sample and population
data.

Student Calculator Math Book
. .rfir(;Omallns 224 pages of math facts

useful formulas !or home. schoof.
science and business,

APPLICA liONS AVAILABLE AT ADMISSIONS ANO
RECORDS--MUST BE RETURNED TO ADMISSIONS
AND RECORDS BEFORE 5:00P .M .• FRIDAY.
JANUARY 20. 1984--FEE MUST BE CLEARED AT
BURSAR BEFORE 3:30 P.M. AND BEFORE

Texas Instruments
AT THE CROSSROADS
OF THE UNIVERSITY
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Boy who was 'dead' Gadget company.fears bankruptcy
•
•
IS now recoverIng
CHICAGO (AP) - A 4-yearold boy declared teclmically
dead after he was submerged
beneath Lake Michigan ice for
?-O minutes had recovered
normal body temperature and
brain activity Wednesday.
Jimmy Tontlewicz, described
~y his parents as "tough" and
'adventuresome,"
was
sleeping normally under
sedation, said Dr. David
McLone, chief of neurosurgery
at
Children's
Memorial
Hospital.
The boy was e~ted to
regain consciousness m the next
few days, McLone said.
"We won't be able to assess
possible brain damage until
he's totally awake, but the indication is now be has escaped
it," the doctor said.
"Things look awfully good at
this time. Everything ap,pears
to be going on schedule '
The child remained in critical
condition Wednesday.
Jimmy was taken off a
regimen of special barbiturate
injections at mid-morning
Wednesday, McLone said. The
drugs were used in inducing a
coma to control brain activity
and thereby minimize the
possibility of damage as his
body temperature rose to the
normal 98.6 degrees from the 85degree level caused by his icy
dunking Sunday in a sledding
accident.
The boy was expected to
revive slowly as sedation l..vels
were reduced and likely wiLi be
taken off a respirator by
Thursday, the doctor said.
After hewas rescued, Jimmy
was kept alive wUh manual
cardio-pulmonary

resuscitation, slow warming
and electrical shocks to
stabilize an erratic heartbeat.
Brain activity bad slowly increased since the accident.
While retrieving a sled during
an outing Sunday, Jimmy and
his father, Terrence, fell
through thin ice along a strip of
.shore on the North Side.
The lather, pulled out with a
TV camera crew's electrical

cable, was released from
hospital Monday after treatment for hypothermia.
Jimmy was pulled from the
lake by Fire Department divers
several minutes after his father
was rescued and began calling
for him. Rescuers had not been
aware of the boy's existence
until then.

cmCAGO (AP) - Ronco Inc.
pounded its way into America's
homes on post-prime-time
television, hawking smokeless
ashtrays, wireless microphones
and inside-the·eggshell
scram:-Iers.
But
unpaid
creditors threaten to chase the
masters of gadgetry into
federal bankruptcy court.
The creditors' claims that
they are owed more than $2
million ~mes on the heels of a
first-quar1er $652,000 1'lSS by
Ronco ~'1 s<,les of $3 million.
In the fisc:al year that ended
June 30, R.ooco reported a $1.8
million loss as sales tumbled 31
percent to $26.5 million. For the
same period year earlier, the
company had reported .il

"I've talked to people whose
kids have been under water
three times longer than he has
and their kids came out of it
without any brain damage."
Jimmy's mother, Kathy, said
Tuesday that whenever she
squeezed the band of her son, he
WIggled his thumb - a sign she
interprets to mean that he's
"coming lx:,,::k to life."
She said when she whispered
a sweet nothing in his ear, it
caused a beep by a monitor that
measure5 brain wavf'!Ol

$231,000 profit. Ronco lost one of

its largest retail customers
when Woolworth Co. closed its
336
discount stores last
January.
Among the items stili
marketed by the firm arf' Mr.
Dentist ("The plaque attacker
... "), Mr. Microphone II, the
Clean A-ire machine, the
Miracle Broom and the Auto
Cup.
The three creditors who filed
a petition Tuesday in U.S.
Bankruptcy Court seeking to
have Ronco declared bankrupt
- Altra Corp. ~nd EI-Mar
Plastics Inc., both of Elk Grove
Village, III., and I.V. Hill Corp.
of New York - are involved In
the manufacturing of products

or packaging for the finn.
If successful, the petition
could
result
in
forced
reorganization of Ronco under
bankruptcy laws or liquidation
of its assets, said attorney Craig
Colmer, who represents the
three plaintiffs.
Ronco has 20 days to respond.
A Ronco sDokesman who
asked not to be identified said
the company was not in a
position to comply with the
demands for back payments
and was considering "various
options," including filing for
protecl;!).l under federal
bankrup~.cy laws.
Ronco Chairman Ron Popeil
could not be reached Immediately for comment.
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"They're signs of love," Mrs.
Tontlewicz said during her
steady vigil over Jimmy with
his father, from whom she is
seoarated.
f'Nonnal. That's aliI want,"
she said. '" can't wait to hear
him giule and scream as he
always-does. "

CARTON CIGARETTES p.79
FRESH lETTUCE .,.. lEAD
C It. H SUGAR 5lbs. $2.14

Dioxin storage plans opposed
at EPA's Times Beach site
EUREKA, Mo. (AP) - A
proposal to build a bunk!.!r in
Times Beach to store dioxiocontaminated soil is stirrilig
opposition in neighboring
communities, and some officials say they may go to court
to block the plan.
Officials
of
the
Environmental Protection Agency
and the state Department of
Natural Resources announced
last week that a plan to construct the two-acre bunker bad
been approved by the EPA in
Washington.
The $16 million bunker is
designed to hold about 50,000
cubic feet of soil from six
eastern Missouri sites until a
safe and economical way to
destroy tbe chemical is
developed.
, About 110 residents of Eureka
and other COIQPlunities cheered
and ap~lauded Tuesday night
when city officials aD.llOUDCed
they will sue if necessary to halt
construction of the bunker.
"We're going to do our best to
keep it out," Mayor William F.
"Bud" Weber said at the
meeting at Eureka City HaD.
Eureka City Attor-ileY Jerry
WalIacb told the Board (if
Aldermen tbat the EPA bad
violated its own procedures by
aPlll'OViDa construction of the
storage bun&er 'Nithout CODdueling an environmental
impact study.
Wallacb said a letter would be
sent to the agency this week
informing it of the city's concet1I8. He said unless it gets a
respOnse ''in a couple of ilays"
alter that, tile city may sue in
Ull. District Court.
"We're goiDg to ask --- DO,
we're.goiDg to demand -,that
tlleJ;PA go bact to ~~
willa this tbia«," be Iilid.. .. :
~In nearby

01
'j

Fenton, tile Board

A1derme~

adopted

a

resolution Monday night 0pposing the bunker. And city
officials said they will consider
legal action.
The mayors of six other
communities
along
the
Meramec River plan to meet
next week to consider the

.-

.45$

proposed bunker.

Meanwhile, several community organizations are
planning protest marches
Friday and Saturday at the
Times Beacb city limit, said
Dee Robertson, a resident of
Eureka for eight y~.
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WOMEN. YOU'RE EQUAL
IN THE AIR FORCE.
Women start out on !he same footing as men in All Fm:J!
ROTC. Womln wear the same mi!JUa and hold the same cadet
positions i'I AFROTC, just as 1hay do 1a1ll!r on as All Fm:J! 01..

fioen.
And the same AFROTC scholarship can be yon as l\
wcman. Uyou cpIIify, you a.t haw your IuIIion, booit costs and
lab t.s paid .,.,. !he All Fcmt, and teeeII.oe $100 a month b
odw eJCpI!I15I!5. It helps fnIe you to cxn;I!IIlrillil! on yow ab:aIion.·And 1hat's ~

As an All Fcn::e officer, youl be expDed to use yow training
and .u:aticn, and bl> a leader managilg people and ~
syslll!rnS. You1 be himded executive responsMty s~ with
yet.- fnt .a.ssI!JlmI!nl
11'5 a 9'8iIt WillI 10 be . . . . ..d a !J&ll way to seve yow
aultIy. a.D ~ the Af-hOTC JIRI!POl at yet.-~. Be
sure to ask about AFROTC Khdarships - you may be heIpWlg
ycuseIf IBn., ~ new Wasty!&.

'fOr more lnfonna~~confaCt~~~t Fotce ROTC

'.

'.453-_."

~ Office or come ...... at FJm.SOu~ UniYenity.

Gateway to 0 greotwa~ of li'~.
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Lawsuit challenges Mel billing
CHICAGO CAP) - MCI
Telecommunications Corp., the
nation's second-largest longdistance carrier, should be
Corced to stop charging
customers Cor unanswered call!>
that ring more than six tim~., a
lawsuit says.
MCI does not disclose the
practice in rate schedules filed
with the Federal Communications Commission or in
in:ormation provided
to
customers, according to Fay
Clayton, a Chicago attorney
who filed the suit in U.S.
Distrkt Court.
She said the charges could
affect as many as 1 millil'n MCI
customers nationwide.
But an MCI spokesman said
that, because of a new system
installed last year, customers
are billed for unanswered calls
less than one-half percent of the
time. In addition, the practice
will end later this year, he said.
Herbert said he could not
respond to specific issues in the
lawsuit because he had nol seen
it, but spoke generally about
what is called "answer
supervision. "
!Ie said customers occasionally are billed for
unanswered calls because MCI
does not have equal access to
American
Tel~phone
&
Telegraph Co. lines and cannot
always determine when a can is
answered.

w!:fOwn~t

However, customers who
complain about bills for
unanswered calls won't have to
pay Cor those calls, Herbert
said, noling that inCormation is
conlained in MCl's manual for
customers.
But
Clayton said ·'the
average customer has to go

through a whole lot oC
aggravation. Or else he'll just
Corget about it and pay the bill."
Herbert said the problem
should be solved in September
when. under the terms of :he
divestiture oC AT&T, MCI and
other long-distance carriers will
be given equal access to AT&T
lines.

loe:r~u:.~::

calls that rang for more than 48
seconds,
Herbert
acknowledged.
But
new
technology means MCI can
determine when a call is answered most of the time,
Herbert said. He said he did not
know when last year the system
was changerl.

Crisis training set
at Synergy center
beginning Jan. 31
Members of Synergy, a
Carbondale crisis intervention
service, are gearing up for their
volunteer training program
scheduled to begin January 31.
Laura Rutter, administrative
coordinator for Synergy, said
the training sessions will run for
12 weeks and will cover
beginning training, such as
agency policies, as wen as
advanced training which will
focus on the situatior·... volunteers may encounter as a
counselor.
Rutter said that the people
accepted will be divided into
three groups of about 15 people
each, and each group will meet
once each week.
nutter added that people
coming to their office at 905 S.
illinois Avenue to Sign up for the
program will be interviewed for
a half hour.
She said the people who are
accepted into the program will
be asked to donate $5 to cover
the cost of training, "but no one
will be turned down if they don't
have it."
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BATTERIES
AUTOMOTIVE SIZES
NAME BRAND
FROM'29.JO
SED BATrERIES!S17.
('-VIlli TRADE-IN)

.............................

,
/n Murphysboro, talre lZ7 North
to Industrial Parlr Rd. (acro••
from McDonald's). Turn left at
first stop sign. then left again to
Associated Battery SUJlply.
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PLEASE PRESENT COUPON
BEFORE PURCHASE
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ACROSS

59 Courage

1 Ears
63 PIer
5 R_'s mate 64 FI'eIWft)'
10 ResIdue
feature
14 Seed cowr 66 calce exper1
15 Thalia's
sister
16 Confu8e(l
17 Wert dodger

66 Recently
69 Grit

21 CruaadenI·

DOWN

Today's
puz.zle

67 Voice

70 Lades
19 Lancer: var. 71 "Dam'"
20 Kind of mlna

rues

23 eoohllner
25 Pronoun

26 Concealer
30 Trilde
34 Gather
35 Yuletide

37 Casaunlt
38 Aeur-de- -

39B'abbed
42 Make lace

4J Fish sauce
45 Swarm
46 HeatlXl
46 Takeaway
50 Martner
52 Sea swell
54 Cleave
55 Distress

Pu:.:.ie answers
are on Page 13.

Ii Dep.ore

6 Me<.lcl..'!'111
7 Containers
8 Arstsquad
9 Dire
10 Tableware
11 Holm
12 F......
13Sunbums
16 Latest

28 EncIoeed

53 Lace

29 RoutlMs

55 Platform
58 0uechuIIn

31 Mongol
32 Jubilat4

41 DIsagree
44 PIe type
47 Snalle
49 Mongrel

22 Santa -

27 -Zola

80 Buddhist
monastery

61 Continue
62 Ne.ts

51 Gun pointers 65 Promise

CRAIG, Colo. (AP) Federal offici~1s have halted oil
and gas drilling in a western
Colorado basin in hopes of
~Rsing the stress on wild
anilliais trying to surviv( a
harsh winter.
"U man is not in there and the
noise from vehicles is not there,
it greatly increases (their)
chance of surviving through the
winter," said Mary Pressley,
spokeswoman for the Bureau of
Land Management in northwestern Colorado.
Tuesday's suspension of
energy work in 430,000 square
acres of land managed by the
bureau in the Piceance &.sin

was the latest step in a growing
public and private effort to help
the deer, elk and an~e1ope.
In Denver, a Safeway
spokesman said signs and jars
will soon be in all 110 Colorado
stores asking for donations to
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When's the last time you sent a
on the strip
a Christmas card? Here's one \IU'8 rec:elwd from TIna
& J..uke.one of many couples who met at Fnd's.
Not only is Freers tile ktnd of place DeODIe send
cards to-they label theJr fawrtte c:orners with hOme town
banners, "'Fred's" poems and other personalized memcrabIDIa: (At Fred's you don't have a ~. you have
a1xxne".)
Tilil S.tardu: Steve • .....", • Tile S....tfI.
.... .... willi .ood or w... ald. CNi

I

, ..... , • .....",. ....... _II J4t.aI1
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Gov. James Thompson has
signed a bill that cracks down
on "midnight dumpers" who
illegally dump or tranpsort
hazardous waste in Illinois. .
The key bill in Attorney
General Neil Hartigan's i9.'t!
ackage of environmental
egislation authorizes him to
investigate and prosecute
illegal dumpers and to seize
vehicles used in ~uch acts.
Persons convicted are subject
to fines exceeding $iOO,!JOO. One
new offense, "calculated
criminal disposal of hazardous
w&''1te,'' carries a penalty of up
to Sl'VP:o years in prison and a
$500,000 fine for each day· the
offense occurs.
"Midnight dumpers and
others whose surreptitious and
illegal actions threaten our
health and environment ... must
pay a huge trice if they are
caught," sai Hartiaan.
Jerry Owens, H:lrtigan's
press aide, s.Jid the bill
"dramatically increases" the
penalty f9r illegal dumping and
called it a "great tool" for
prosecuting offenders.
"It adds teeth to the law. If
you circumvent the law, you're
going to have to pay a big
penalty," he said. "It's not
aimed at legitimate waste
dumpers."
Owens said no cases under tile
law have arisen yet, and may
never.
"It cou1d be a deterrent and
we may never prosecute anyone
on this," he said.
House Bill 2171, sponsored :or
Hartigan by Rep. Tom Homer
of Canton, took effect on Jan. 5.
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lET'S PARTY! Socialize & Relax With Free Drinks
& Snacks
There will be an exhibition at Tae Kwon Do ~i9hting
and Phillipino Stick fighting, along with a Japan..e Sword
Demonstration.

Karate class set

TOO."I ... .....

Mike Wad!ak. 4th degree
black belt, will instruct cl1lSSes
beginning Tuesday, Jan. 24. The
program, sponsored by tile
Carbondale Park District, costs
$20 for city residents and $30 for
non-residents.
For information contact
Wadiak at 549-4808 or the park
district at 529-4147.
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theof'\.m:
committed to the cause. The
supermarket chain is also
making some trucks available
to haul feed to tim animals, said
John Shepherd.
In Craig, where about 1,000
pronghorns driven south from
Wyoming cluster along highways, individuals have raised
$5,000 .,," animal feed.
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Officials holt oil, gas drilling
in effort to aid wildlife su",ival
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USO BOOK CO·OP
SAVE MONEY ON USED TEXTBOOKS

When: JAN 16-20
Where: Ball.room A,
Time:.9am-5pm
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CENTER

Sponsored by:
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT
ORGANIZATION
..
IN COOPERAnON WITH

S.A.M.

SIGMA KAPPA

A.M.A.
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Airborne soybeans feed the needy
DECATUR (AP) -- When the
Mississippi Delta was flooded
last spring, Richard Heinkel
hopped into his airplane and
new a cargo of instant soybean
casserole from Decatur to a
Red Cross rescue team i'1 Baton
Rouge, La.
The delivery service was out
of the ordinllry for Global Food
Industries Corp., but the instant
food is what the year-old
company is all about.
Heink~I, a junior stockholder,
hatlpens to be a pilot, and there
are other pilots among the 10
employees in the nrivately held
company. And i.hey come in
handy, said company owner and
president Lawrence Albert, as
nOUrishing the down-and-out is
the goal of Global Food.
A fa ther of five who was given
a package of the instant
casserole when a charitable
organization in San Diego
helped his family find a place to
live praised the food .
.. It
sustained us and
nourished us in our greatest
time of need," the man said in a
letter to the company. "May
God ever bles.-; and prosper you
and your corporation."
And an 84-year-old woman
found a similar dinner in a sack
of food she was given by a
senior citizens group. She said
the food was "the best and
easiest te make" of the food she
received.
Such praise was no surprise to
Lawrence Albert.
"My grandchildren will
almost fight over the a la king
food," he said. "When it's on the
table they scrape the bowls
dry."
Global Food was organized a
year ago and Albert became the
majority stcockbolder when he
put up the funds to) start the
enterprise.
Michael Lynch, one of the
founders. said. "We're feeding
hungry people for less than the
price of a candy bar. We're
convinced this is part of the
solution to hunger here in the
United States."
The food they sell was

~~~~~~ s'!i;a~rb=is~n

Decatur, a town of 91,000 in the
heart of the corn and soybean
belt.
Albert said the company sells
seven types of instant food, each
based on soybeans and designed
as a high-protein meat substitute that needs nothing but
heat and water to prepare.
The fonnulas for the mixes
are confidential, Albert said,
and Global Food has the ex-

elusive distribution contract
with Spectrum, which is
building a manufacturing plant
in Decat'ir to step up producI:on.
The mixes sell for about 40
cer.~ per serving for a familysized package and about 35
eents per serving for a larger
package designed Cor institutional service.

The company sells the food
packages to institutions such as
the Salvation Anny, the Red
Cf1)SS nursing homes and penal
institutions, Albert said.
Although it finished its first
year or business with red ink on
the balance sheet, Albert said
he hoJ)eS continued growth will
turn the venture into a
profitable business.
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DRINK VlCIAU

NO COVER
PUSSER'S RUM ~ (everyday)
EVER I
-UL. Moo••heod " .
«18 S. lllinoi, 457-5551
St. Paull Girl

ONE

STOP
SHOP
TEXTBOOKS
ART.
DRAFTING SUPPLIES
CALCULATORS
BACKPACKS
PAPERBACKS
STUDY LAMPS
RUBBER STAMPS
PAPERCLIPS
CLASS RINGS
SOUVENIRS
LEDGERS
STAPLERS
BINDERS
PENS
INK

OPEN TONIGHT Tn.L 8:00

• 2!i % off guitar strings.

effects pedals and microphones.
• 15" off guitars .
• ~..... pnc.s on used
guitars and amps.

Thru J..n. 31.t.

W• • Park .....
~7W.MainSt.

AT THE CROSSR04.DS
OF THE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
STUDENT CENTER
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Boutique opens for the DIan
looking for wOOlen's clothing
CHICAGO (AP) - At Staara,
a man can shop for something to
dress up that special woman in
his life - himself.
The boutique, w;th its
lavender walls and black satinshrouded changing rooms, is
opening Thursday, billed as the
Imt Chicago shop "specializing
in clothing for the female impersonator ...
The proprietor, a 3ft-year-old
former secretary with a ring
thrOU2h her nose and one on
each finger, sees a real demand
out there.
"We're talking legitimate
business for another facet of life
- not a back-door, come-atnight thing," said Staara - her
legal name. "Why should these
men have to go to resale shops
to buy clothing, do it in a covert
way or have friends shop for
them?
"These men can't walk inti>
any store to get makeup and
foundatiou garments (like bras)
without rejection. " she said,
smoking a cigarette in a long
holder. "Here it wiD be a very
quiet, relaxed atmosphere
where they won't be gawked
at."

In the shop on a well-traveled editions of such books as "In·
street comer on the fashionable ventive Paris Clothes - 1909Near North Side hang dresses, 39," the era of inspiration for
skirts, blouses and capes of silk, her clothing, says Staara.
The shop has directed rr.uch
satin, taffeta and glittery
metallic
fabric.
The of its pre-opening advertising at
predominant colors are various gay bars and organizations, but
hues of purple, gold, deep green Staara insists her clientele are
and black, "my favorite," says not all homosexual or transvestite.
Staara.
"There are professional
The shop will offer custommade garments and tailoring of entertainers in the market,
people thinking of a sex change,
off-the-rack wear.
Also available will be studded men who do it only in the
black leather belts and privacy of their home. There
"foundation garments" such as are parties, Halloween, "'hen a
b';as, corsets, pads, garter lot of men are in drag as a oneshot deal. Or maybe their lover
~lts, underwear and slips. The
shop also offers eye shadow, or wife wants them to dress up
blusher, lipstick and nail polish. as a woman to see what it's
"Whatever it is they want to like," she said.
However, aware that many of
look like, I'll help them achieve
that fantasy, that look for an her clientele are not part of the
hour, an evening, a profession, social mainstream, Staara
whatever," said Staara, whose plans to have a bodyguard in the
iemale live-in lover will serve shop and the store will not have
display wind.Jws.
as store photographer.
Ceramic mask!} hang on the
"I really do not know the I:ind
lavender and plum-colored of reaction this store will
waDs, black satin drapes cloak gen......ate." she concedes.
the large changing room and
Ask~~
... hat her n2.ne
cranberry taffeta drapes signifies, Staara says: "I feel
decorate the restroom. On a my name suits me and my
buokshelf are hard-cover personality. "

Bible class to meet on weekends
11Je "Life of Christ" class,
Bible 230, will begin at 9 a.m. on
Saturday. The class meets in
Pulliam Hall room 35. The Rev.
Ron Fields will be the instructor.
For further information or to

pre-register, contact thp Rpv.
Jim Barr at 529-5584. The cost of
the course is $60 for three hours
credit and $30 to audit. It is not
neccessary for students to preregister, but space in the class
is on a first~ome, first-served
basis-.

powerlol
portable
allordable

• Contains the advanced algebraic and trigonometric
functions today's math and science students need.
• Most-needed slide rule functions at the touch of a
key: Roots. Powers. Reciprocals. Common and
natural logs. And much more.

Texas Instruments
}" T THE CROSSROADS
OF TifF, UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
STUDENT CENTER
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Secret selection of juries
'only a last resort,' court says
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
public and news reporters have
a constitutional right to attend
jury selection proceedings in
criminal trials. the Supreme
Court ruled unanimously
Wednesday.
The court said trial judges
may conduct secret jury
selection only as a last resort,
and only after listing specific
reasons why such steps are
necessary.
And when ~uch elosures take
place. the court said, tran·
scripts of the proceedings most
often should be made public
..within a reasonable time."
The decision set aside rulings
that have allowed. California
courts routinely to conduct
secret jury selections in capital
murder cases. The rlecision also
extended a landmark 1980
Supreme Court ruling that the
public and press have a right to
attend criminal trials even
when defendants object.
"The presumption of openness may be overcome only by
an overriding interest based on
findings that closure is
essential," Chief Justice
Warren E. Burger wrote for the

Acid rain problem
to be discussed
at group meeting
Whether Southern Illinois is
responsible fQr acid rain. an air
pollutant, will be discussed at a
Sierr'" Club meeting at 7:30
p.m. Tbursday at the First
Federal Savings & Loan. of
Carboodale.
The SIU -C director of
pollution control, John Meister,
and a CIPS industrial servires
engineer, . Jonathan Wheeier,
Marion, will speak about the
2cid rain problem and
proposals for acid rain control
legislation.
The Shawnee Group of the
Sierra Club Great Lakes
Chapter bas 200 members from
over 30 Southern Iliinois
counties. It meets the third
Thursday of each month.

Campus Briefs

MEi:..11NGS

TIItJJlSDAY:

American MarketiDI
Association, 7 p.m. in Morris
Library Auditorium; United
Nations Simulation As8ociation
Executive Committee, 6 p.m. in
the Dlinois Room in the Student
Center; Forestry Club, 7:30
p.m. in the Mississippi Room in
the Student Ceotel'; Pre-Med Dentristry Club, 7 p.m. in
Activity Room A in tile Student
Center.
THE TAE K-won 'Do -

Hapkido

Club

will

hold

wwkouta 8 to 10 p.m. Tuesdays
and TburSdays m the Martial
Arts Room of the Student
Recreation Center.
THE

DEPARTMENT

of

Physics and Astronomy will
bold a
colloquium on
"Primordial BId .IW. aad
the .,..., Early
flam
4 to 5 p.... Frida, la' Neeken
.... Tbe~WlBbe .......

court.
''The interest is to be articulated (by a trial judge)
along with findings specific
enough that a reviewing court
can determine whether the
closure order was properly
entered," he said.
Before Wednesday's decision,
there was confusion in lower
courts over whether jury
selection was to be considered
part of a trial or a pre-trial
event.
In Hm. the high court ruled
that a defendant's right to a
l>ublic trial does not give the
p~lblic and press any right to
attend pre·trial proceedings.
"The . mo:.t
important
message thi~ case sends is that
there's a 9-0 consensus on the
SupremE' Court that trial judges
must begin with the presumption of o~!UIess," said Bruce
Sanford, a Washington lawyer
who represented 14 news
organizations as "friends of the
court" in the case.
Jack Landau, of the
Washington-based Reporters

(;ommitee for Freedom of the
Press, said. "All citizens should
be greatly encouraged ... that

except in rare situations the
public and press have a right to
know about the personalities
and views (If the jurors."
The justices ruled that
California courts had not shown
the need to conduct SE'Cret jury
selection in the trial of a man
convicled of raping and mur·
dering a 15-year-old girl.
In other decIsions, the court
ruled:
-That a juroc's "mistaken
though honest" response to a
question during jury selection
does not automatically require
a mistrial. The case mvolved a
jury foreman in a product
bability trial who failed to
disclose during jury selection
that his son was once injured by
an exploding tire.
-That shareholders in
mutual funds do not have to ask
the fund's board of directors to
recover allegedly excessive
fees charged by investment
advisers before suing those
advisers ip federal court

Ex-cop pleads guilty on 2 murder counts
ROLLA, Mo. (AP) - A former Chicago p.;!iceman pleaded
guilty Wednesday to two
murder counts in an agreement
reached after his 4-year-old son
burst into tears on the witness
stand.
Kenneth J. Kosirog, who had
been charged with capital
murder, pleaded guilty to
second-iiegree murder in the
shooting deaths of his estranged
wife and a man, and was sentenced to 10 years in prison.

I~ULS~

Phelps County Circuit Judge
Douglas Long had recessed the
trial until Wednesday morning.
when the youngster had been
expected to take the stand
again.

Sponsors
Men's and Women's
nAM HAND.ALl TOURNAMINT
(Cosual League·No Playoffs)

!i=-l
.A.
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ELIGIBLE' All current slue
--students who have poid any portion
of the Recreation Fee. Faculty/staff and spouses
with current SRC Use Pass or poyment of $ 10 180m
entry fee + SRe doily use fee are also eligible.
ROSTERS DUE: 11 :00 pm Monday Jon. 23. 01 SRe
Information Desk. Lat. RoSt9f1 c..:cepled in the
Intramural Sports office until 5:00 pm Tuesdoy,
Jon. 2~. with $2.00 Igl. fee.
CAPTAINS' MEETING: "':00 pm Jan. 23, Rm. 158 SRe.
P~Y BEGINS: Su,.,dG';, 1/2'9. Gomes on Sunday only.

Take Charge At D.

In most jobs, at 22
care of sophisticated
equipment worth
you're near the bottom
of the ladder.
millions of dollars.
In the Navy, at
It's a bigger chal22 you can be a leader.
lenge and a lot more
After just 16 weeks
responsibility th8.b
of leadership training,
most corporations give
you're an officer. You'll
you at 22. The rewan:'3
have the kind of job
_ ....._ _ _......L.._....L.:I~_.....lI~ are bigger, too. There's
your education and training prepared
a comprehensive package of benefits,
you for, and the decision-making auincluding special duty pay. The starting
thority you need to make the most of it. salary is S17,OOO-more than most comAs a college graduate and officer
panies would pay you right out of college.
candidate, your Navy training is geared
After four years, with regular. promoto making you a leader. There is no boot tions and pay increases, your salary will
camp. Instead, you r:eceive professbnal
have increased to as much as $31,000.
training to help you build the technical
As a Navy officer, you grow, through
and management skills you'll need as a
new challenges, new tests of your skills,
Navy officer.
and new opportunities
This training is
NAVY OPPORTUNITY
W 341
to advance your eduI ~t.~~~?~i~!.~~R070~
I cation. including the
designed to instill
confidence by firstI a ('", rad,. to take
<harp. 1l!II me more about I possibility of attending
Pmsnma
hand experience. You I
.
100' I graduate school while
I Addr-' ....... Priat~pt..~ I you're in the Navy.
learn by doing. On
your first sea tour,
I Ci<y
lit....
Zip--- I
Don't just take a
you're responsible for
tcolJoae!U
job. Become a Navy
managing the work of I *~
I officer, and take charge.
up to 30 men and the I AMojor/.,_
I EVi:n at 22.
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AlexaDia. of the ClEA PoIytecbaie IDItitute la llaic:o
aly. Tbe public is iDYlted..

The plea agreement e•. jed the
testimony of Keith Kosirog, who
began crying Tuesday after
testifying that he was in the
kitchen of his mother's home
when his falller entered and
"pointed the gun" at the two
victims.

,
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Program to test food
for pesticide begun
,,~

~

th ...\ssociatl'd PrHS

A crash program has begun to
test food products in Illinois for
EDB.
a
cancer-causing
pesticide. as part of a national
errort to develop guidelines for
EDB levels in food.
The U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency has reported
that tM! animals exposed to
ethvlene dibromide. or EDP-.
suffered cancer at all levels of
exposure, and the state of
Florida hanned the sale or 77
products found to contain traces
or EDD.
Larry Werrie i,
Illinois
agriculture direc'.or, said he
attended a met'~ng last wl'ek
with
EPA Administrator
William Ruc {elshaus, who
urged the governors of 50 stat~'S
to conduct the tests and report
their findings by Jan. 'D.
Werries said as many as 40
mcn from his department.
aided bv the Illinois Depart,
!Tlent of'Health, will be used to
test raw grains. grain products
and citrus for EDS.
State workers also will h<'gin
pulling products from grocl'ry
shelv('S in Springfil'ld. he s;lid.
thl'n spread th(' sampling ('(fort
!ltal('wide.
But W('rri('s Sc'lid Ihat in
Illinois. 'Tm ('xpt'Cling 10 find.
in grain supplies ahsolutdy no
EDR. In processed food sup·
pli('!'. in this area of the eountry.
I ('xpt'Ct to find \'irtually non(·.
In this area of th(' l·ountry. for
years we have not us('d this
product 10 tr('at slnrro grain."
Wt'rries ;ldded. "'lalkNllo ;1
miljor milling ('ompany Ihis
morning. and Iht'y said they ..
slopped using It nearly a year
ago tx>cause they recognizro tht'
pot('nlial for public concern."
Sampling tJt'gan Tut'sday. hut
Wl'rrie!< said actual testing of
!h(' food produds is nol ('X,
p('ctt'd
IInlil
hlboralor~'
('quipnH'nl
<lrrives
in

Sprin~fil'ld. "WI' may nol h<>gm
actual I('sling until ,Ian. 29. hul
W(' 'II he ready to ~!)," hc said
Tht' f('d('ral al'(enl'\' has ~i\'('D
all sl;lfl's procedures for
sampling. and the kinds flf t('sfs
Ihl'Y ~hould perform
in·
dudin~ preparing food as a
('onsumer would.

1~~v:.(~~~:a!=:'~,"rJ~~;r~~,;~
('ak(' or a loaf of bread and fest
it Ihat way," said Wt'rries.
"~inning today we will
sample raw grain supplies
around the state, cOlI(:elltraling
on Rrain that is Roing to end up
ronsumed by humans - Rrain
that wUi get into the milli~g
process," Werries said.
"The immediate acti"itv will
he to hegin lICImpling a 1 iry to
help fo:PA any way we ean to
('xpand tht!ir data base and
have a rational decision" on
'1lIowable limits or the
pesticide, hI' Sc'lit"
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Tax contributions
may delay refunds
SPRINGfo'lELD lAP)
Prople who give pari of their
rl'funds to specific causes by
checking any of three new hoxes
on Illinois' tax returns may
have to wail months for Ihe rcst
of their rebate.
The computer that processes
thp income tax fo.-ms won't he
able to accept forme; that inclu:lc the new "check-nrrs" until
A~ril at the .earliest. said
Rcvenue
Department
spokeswoman Helen Adorjan.
: "There is going to be a delay
..l.lhere's no question about it,"
Mrs. Adorjan said.
The new provision allows
people to contribute up to $10 on
an ir.dividual return - $20 on a
joint return - to each of three
causes for a t<-tal of $60 on a
joint return.
. People can donate part of
their refund to the state
veterans' home in Quincy, ,0 thl.
management of no~-g·lme
wildlife habitats or to a child
abuse prevention program.
The contribution must come
out 01 the taxpayer's refund not from taxes due the state,
Early filers in the past have
been able to get refunds in three .
to four weeks, Mrs. Adorjan
said,. But thof;e. wbo use the
eheck4f provisioa this ye81''L
WGO't get refunds Wltil after the r<.:.:~
computer progam is rewritten
to acceunt for the changes. she
said~~ !

'."

:

About 30 percent of the people .
fmlll.income tax. returns in,·,
. I¥i_ get the fonns in ea.rly _;:;"'
It' the end. of February•.8he:y ~.'
,.id: Another 26 percent fiw:,:,'
i.-return&· ~ MaRb .... '411.,....,·.
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Choice license plates grabbed
in first seven-digit scramble
SPRINGFIELD (AP) - Only
one of 78 Illinoisans who
"THIEDI""
(.oulJ
sav
"!HAVEIT" Wednesday after
the coveted vanity license plate
message "GOFORIT" went to a
suburban Chica~o woman.
Jane Schirmacher of Oak
Forest was among the winners
i.l a ::tate lottery for new, sevendIgit piate messages requested
by more than one person.
About 6.000 people submitted
some 9.500 requests fm' the

~~i:J ~~arte~ew~~~ ~~ebe~~

year.
The recipients of 1,198 <,ontested plates were to be
determined in the drawings
which were scheduled to last
several hours.
In the future, requests are to
be handled on a first-come,
first-serve basis.
Up until Jan. I, drivers in thf'
Land of Lincoln were limited to

six letters on vanity plates.
The winner of the most
requested plate - "MICHAEL"
- was Michael Brenner of
Rantoul. Eighty-eight
Illinoisans wanted to sport that
name on their cars.
"BARBARA"
drew
62
requests. and Chicagoan
Barbara Dobbins won that one.
Vanity plates require a onetime $75 fee on top of the annual
$10 assessment.
Illinois Secretar.r of State Jim
Edgar. Whose office sells
license plates, said he expected
the program to generate about
$500,0(;0 in additional revenue to
the state.
Thtore were two lotteries one in Chicago ~nd one in
Springfield - to Ilelect the
winners of the contested
messages. Edgar said he chose
two sites because he wanted to
increase public interest in the
plates and boost sales.
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B3698Ab87

15 . . . . .)

One Day-55 eenll per 1IDe. per

0,..

Tw.Da~ eenII per IIH. per
~,..

I

pel' DIIe.

INSURANCE
Low Motorcycle •• tes

"110
auto. ttanw. MaW.. ttan.

I

' ..

Automobll..

~~~~~y~d::~n~e~~~r.~se

~:ira~le f:~r I:!~.CEa~n~l;:C:w
4295Aa82

75 FORD PICK·UP, Fl00 302, 3

~~~f1e~~~4~y r~l~l:

~ r5rJJ~fi~f5. Run:35~~~i2
1972 '1 OYOTA WGN. 4 spd. 1600 cc.
$150. It runs. 549-1498. days or 684·
3933 evenings.
4364Aa83
MAZDA RX·7, 1982. Loaded, like
new. Call Joe 536-775t or 529-2808.
4427Aa82

B3595Ad82

WANTING TO BUlW? Beautiful
lots in Heritage Hills. Carbondale.
3714Ad85
Call 529-1196.

I

Mobil. Hom••

1971 V. W. STEREO·CASS. New
10xSO FOR IM!\IEDIATE sale. AU
radials. 20,000 on motor. $1300 or
wood interior. new water heater.
best. Trade for F. W. D. 457·5277.
excellent heat and central a-c. Lots
4505Aa82
or windows and storage. Located in
quiet. wooded .cark. Price
negotiable. Call 5 9·6808. K~
~Jt~:lttc: J:.~t:J~r:.a'f ~~::: tryIng.
4294A

:':lia~~lt!~~t2h.'16 ~::.esi~~
best. 529-1203.

';:;11Aa85

1981 TOYOTA ~TARLET, 36.000
miles. one owner, new tires must
sell. li87-1653.
84367Aa89
1973 AUSTIN 4·DR.
sedan.
Automatic, am-rm cassette. $600.
549-8168.
4490Aa84
1975 TRIUMPH TR7. Dark brown,
good mndition. $1800. caH 529-3397
after 7.p.m.
4525Aa82
1974 TOYOTA CELICA.

Good

~~h~anJ~J!~~t~~~ ~~gine.
45::4Aa82

1978 DODGE " ton short bed.
Beautiful truck. Will trade down.
$2Il5O. Call 457-8878 after 7p.m.
4523Aa82

CUTLASS 1967. RUNS great. body

~5~~0~ork. $600 n,~~!~
1978 VW RABBIT Diesel. 2·Door, 4AM·FM. ~~

=.~=~.

1981 PONTIAC PHOENIX. four
door. hatch back. 23,000 actual
~:,t~~~~ owner cal~l~~
1974 MUSTANG II. (1978 engine).
~~~7~.eed, 2.3 litre en~s40l:'4

~~:&:1!.11!~~' ~':C:~~a~re mffd

reasonably priced. can 867·2597.
after 5pm.
4544Aa88
1974 VW BUG. beautiful red. ex·
=~ ~;,"!~ondition. $1450.

'76 VEGA

MUST sell, .... h.. le or

~:r ~::n~\Ires~~i~l!l~~~:

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _. 4548A.,st:

1979 TOYOTA SUPRA, fully
loaded, new ~int, Jensen stereo
cassette, exceIlerit conditi\lll. 457·
&480.
457OAa85

ur, Daily Egyptian. January 19.

SPEAKER WIRE

SI".I~p'=l(ln
(AUD\OIIIIIU IftAltln AT
JAPANlIl PIIICIII
Check t ..... _t ..........yl..
.ny........
SONY
NAD
KINWOOD
HAM.
MlflHUatlH1
JYC
YlCHNICI
AMUtI
PtONII.
YAMAHA
IDA_tlu
HAIMAN'
KAIDON
SPICA
NAKAMlCMt
O.ADO
AND MANY
AANDI

S.aft.

TAPE SPECIALS
$2.49
$2.99
$5.99
$1.99

Register for fr_ Vic-20.

1981 FAIRMONT \lOBlLE home,

=o~~ ~4fufI~~~Ce~~

Pick up a copy of our new
catalogue.

air. fully furnished, excellent
condition. $1500 :tnd take over
~71Ae85
payments. 457-6480.

I~

$579

455SAi!!IO

.. ,

I

Mlscelianeou.

rnt.1PlJTffi SPECasrs
J~ 121 S.III.A...
(••ro... fr.m the ol~ train stallon)

.. SPIDER WEB. " BUY and sell
used furniture and antiques. South
on Old St. 549-J71I2.
B3914Af90

Offer Good Thru fE.ob. 18. 1984

mM MEMORY TYPEWRITER.
roO pages of storage, $1750. Alone.
529-1363.
5256AflI2

SAVE 110 01> new .Jr used
Stereo Equipment or SS on
Stereo Repoir by presenting
this ad a' time of purchose
or when unit i. submitted
'or repair.
60 Day Wnrranty on Service.
90 Day Warranty on Used
Equipment.
We Buy. Sell. & Trade Audio
Equipment.

MISS KITTY'S USED Furniture.
The Place where you buy for less
and bank the re!'t. Route 149.
:~l~~' Free Delivery ~~~~
MOVED.

MUST SELL.

Maple

~~L~t't~kefea:~~~~ ~~~~':~~

baby clothes. I\lotobecane lOspeed. 529-1584.
4487M81
MOVING SALE; TABLES,

Bed.

~£':nSU:'~:~:oriC:\iri:~~~
=~ remaining on warra~

(r-

.'".,,-

..

~

-,

Electronla

1984

P.ts and Suppll. .

1 Veor Experience Stere-o
Service.
54....95 126S.III. Awe.

.J _.

(~ross from the old train Ilation)

or.er Good Thru Feb. 18,l9tW

·1

FREE RENT FOR January.
Available immediately. Nice 2
bedroom apartment. close to
campus. recently painted. Heat.
water, trash included in rent. For
information call 549-6207. 43458a82

ELEGANT SA!.UKI PUPPiEs.

MURPHYSBORO,
FURNISHED
OR unfurnished, farge two
hed."OOIII. carpeted, Quiet. Mature
adults. No pets. Deposit. $195. 5492888.
B435IBa98

dIK.'f home required. Be the owner
of tn!! most ancient of purebred.

~~!'4.~~:il~~m~w.~~~·

~':I~:g ':ndr.:~e!11~~~~~~

DOG OBEDlENC!:: CLASSES.
Murphysboro Park District.
NOVice nnd advanced. Call 611/·
4527Ah!IO
3098.

t

rrom campus. 549·5596. Newly
decorated.
B4425Ba98

- J r:.~~h~~~a~.~~~O~~d $fJcr.a~.

Blcycl••

miles east. 549-2258.

I

I
I

44838a92

NOW TAKING SPRING contracts
1-2 bedrooms furnished apts. 2
bedroom unfurnished duplex. 5291735. 457-6956.
4542Ba90

PEUGEOT PFN·IO 1'l-SPEED. 25"
frame. Vitus Su" ,-light doublebutted tubing. ;....,0 negot:able. 867·
2414 after 9 p.m
4530Ai84

3 B£DJtOOM FURNISHED in
be::utihl colonial st),le house.

Water. sewer" trash l)ickup
1included.
Close to canipus "

Furnltur.

KING SIZE WATERBED.

Univel'Sity !\fall. $3!10 ~r month.
free 529-25::3.
B4446Ba99

I ~~~t ~115~ ~:r}~:t °J~D:;:foFw:

MURPHYSBORO. 2 BEDROOM
:Jeater. CaU Mark 1·985-4025 during
day. leave message or between II- ~~~!!r. ~~r:::,e~ro~P~m=:
9pm at night.
4541Am80 ~~~month. Rent and4~Wa1i
MOVING. MUST SELL. Kitchen
CARTERVILLE,
EFFICIENCY
~~~~a~ :::. he~~1d APARTMENTS. Furnished. $!IOitems. 549-5819.
4453Am82 month. Route 13, Crossroads. 1-9856108.
4564Ba85

r

Musical

I

BEAUTIFUL 1 BEDROOM Apt.

SOUNDCORE MUSIC. PA ro!ntals

AU.DIO SPECIALISTS

~~~1t., ~o:.s~~perty Mi4~~~87

r:~~~°!V~:::;fcJ.°'l.o~ifneg.ar:

SAYE IS on any Vic-20 or
Commodore 61 Software or
Gam,,: in stock by presenting
this ad at time of purcha...

~~~u:!~~ ~~~~J~~~, $~~t

549-7513.

CARBONDALE. 1209 W. SCH·
WARTZ. 2 bedroom newly

BARGAIN HUNTERS, 2 bedroom
unfurnished apartment including
heat and water. 1225 W.
Freeman.
Goss
Property
Managers. 5.f9-262i, :)q~-2811.
84348Ba97

AKC
REGISTERED
DALMATION BUPpies. Ready to
~ now~ in ime fo:- Christmas.
1154
, evenings. 3961Ah89

457-0375

Zenith ZTX·11 Terminol with
Built·in Modem. Auto diol.

~~~~~e~f~Ji\:n~~~ i8akO~~~&':

heat, no pets. Available im·
~;'~~IY. 5175. MornW1~o~e:i3

nn Soutll St.

~AJbnIi>
549-150.

14x52, 2 BEDROOMS, batb. kilchen •. living ~oomt sheel. ~II
eloctric. :·!lderpmned. ~tral 31r.
call Brad: ~2267.
4355Ae82

SPACIOUS 1 BEDROOM rur·

('.a11~1

I

B4270Ba82

COZY·l BEDROOM apartment.
Ideal for serious student. 5165mht.
Rererences. No pets. 1·985·2577.
after 5:00 p.m.
42898a87

.,'"1.
OPEN SUNDAYS

CARTI:IDGE SPECIALS

4362Ae83

10xSO. $2750. IOx50. $3000. Flexible
terms. 684-6274.
4438Ae99

~~r~~it.~~~~~9~~~4~~~~2~:c~5?

7403. 457·2134.

40% 0"

NICE 10x50. LARGE covered

10x60 ENERGY EFFICIEN·r.
Central Air. beautiful veneer interior. quiet location, Ii miles from
campus.$3.4000. B. O. 549-1023.
4501Ae82

FURNISHED EFFICIENCY
APARTMENT ror rent. Close to
campus, fully ca~ted, air con-

STEREO
SABIN AUDIO

iyour choice)

COlAJtt T. V. 19 ineh quasar. $1311.
call5:9-125Oafter5p.m. 4435Ag82
Page

University Moll
549·6731

AOCQLM32
Audio Technic AT 70
Ims 1466E
$19.95

--_.-

DUI'\N APARTMENTS NOW
leasing rurnished one bedroom
apartments for spring and sum·
mer. Pool. tenOls court, laun·
dromat, ond friendly sel'Vlce are
few of the many features you will
find. For more informatIOn call
529-9472 or stog and see 250 s.
Lewis Lane. 1 am·4pm. Mondai2
thru Friday.
3260Ba

. ........ .ny . . . . In town

r::~~C~$3~. 'rt::~tr:~~:: :~~

0469.

TWO BEDROOM FURNISHED .
409 West Pecan. No.1 or 2. $250month plus utilities. 529-3581.
B42728382

SHASTEEN'S

BACK TO SCHOOL
DISCOUNTS

83930Ba90

LARG"; 3·BEDR\)()l\1. CLOSE to
SIU and new library. Carpet,
furrJst>ed. reduced rents. $390. 5291539.
B4048Ba91

We Buy. Sell. and Trade
New and Used StereoVideo Equipment.
Highest Prices Paid.

U~~MaJl

·1

-

~~~~~f. sp~~~~ ~~9.6'::fr~~:~~ci2

after 5pm.

CASH

Oiscwasher 0-4 . $12.95
Oiscwasher Stylus
$6.59
Cleaning System
TEAC Tape Recorder
$5.95
Cleaning Kit

OLDER MODERN HOME in
Cobden. $5000 or $100 down and
terms. Phone 1·833-6603. 4448Adl00

~~~vher:nku~a~~dHle.a~n wr::!T~:

tenanee included in rent or $175month. Available now! Also

$2.4gea

549·6731

SHASTEEN'S

TOKSA9O
CRAB ORCHARD LAKE. 40 acres, Maxell UOXL 1190
'. mile frontage! on blacktop road.
four acre spring·red lake. City TOKMA9O
water available. $40.000 or best
offer. 90 fercent financing Sony Metal 46
available at 1 ~rcent over 10 year
term. Phone 9-3002 after 5~.m.
for appointment to see. This IS a
bargain! !
B4280Adl00

fS:nmf:: ~rn~f!et~l f~r::~'?:~
weated 1'. miles east of

University Mall

STER-'C1:-:¥!DEO
SERVICE

R_IE.tat.
.,

CONCERNED ABOUT W:NTER
heating bills? One bedroom

SHASTEEN'S

~

Quick. Reasonable. Reliable
Service on all Stereo-Video
Equipment.

OWNERS MUST SEI.L. Make
offer· homes from $18.000-$80,000.
We can help arran~e financing.

1973 FORD XLT 150 Truck.
Alltomatic. :w.: engine. $1995. Call
549-3OW.
B4177Aa93

UDXLII

.4

AYALA INSURANCE
457-412:.

I.

569-ii241 ror inro. 24 hrs.

MAXELL

HeaIth. ........... & Group

Classified advertising must be
paid in advance except for thase
accounts with established credit.

I

SA90's $2.25ea.

Som...""e who know. you
knows me ond has leamMl
that Stereo and Television
Repairs need not be e.pen·
• Ive nor time-consuming. I
make repairs for les •• offer
same day service. with a 90
day warrant... Lik.e that
someone you know. call
Ali ..., . T.V. and Save.
.... ~"9-5936~.
Allen

s.94531

oI~rai~~iried.

'I.

~;g!~~~~\::.e awNtfr~

~~r Customer:

'h Mile South ai_AI.-

~e~~li~i:;ee.~ t.~~~'re~~9~~-

ZENITH 19" REMOTE color TV,

calculator. Ali in excellent conditioo. Mu,;( sell. call 529-5067.
4553Ag85

PARIS AND • ."ICI
AT IIASONAIU IIIICII

All Classifted Advertising must
be typed and proc:amed before 12:00
noon to appear in next day's publication. Anything pr:-JCeI!Sed after
12:00 110m wiD tJO in following day's
publkati':.1.
Any ad wbicb is cancelled before
expiratioo will be ehuged a $2.00
aenric:e fa, Any ref1.IId UDder $2.00
will be forfeited due to the ~ost

TDK

:!::~s~6°OAi~~eo <:;I~f~~er d;~~

•

. Three ... Four Dayw.-44 eeats

per"y.
Five du'1I Ei,.' Da,-3k per
li1Ie.pe....y.
Tea din Nlae._ Da~
c:eats per Une. per"y.
j" Twealy .. Mare Days-%? ceats
per IlDe. per "y.

]

Motorcycl..

TWO AND THREE bedroom

~~~:rrfOot:S~~i~;~I~r::

Quiet, clean and economical. Ideal
for coupleS250-mo. 457-7810.
45668a25

:"~S::~j=~sa~f:do~~~t
amps, P.eda\S and delays. 715 S.
Umversityon the island. 457-5641.
4352An98

GU''!'AR LESSONS
ROCK,
F1ametJm. and Classical. Call Sam
Reeves. 687-4960.
4504An82

I
I

M'BORO. FURNISHED. PINE
C!neled Apts. A·C. many c1csets.

fu~~~ed.~~ ~~': ~~:-n.H~

4169.

:-1
,

Apartm.nt.

WOODHOLLOW APARTMENTSNOW leasing. Furnished or un-

:::!::;~e.;r no~r~'P'O:~~~~

near cartel'Vlilie. Newly carpeted;
electric heat water and trasb

d
=1~~.~~:r~~~M:

Call
36898a85

.

1457Ba84

FURNISHED ONE
BEDROOM
APARTMENTS
4 Blocks From Campus
Water, Sewer and
Trash Pick Up Included.
Laundry Facilities AC,
and Carpet. $220-month
IMPDIALMICCA APAITMINTI
54.... '0

820 W. WALNU"f, 3 bedroom ~
mOllth,684-6274.
844378a99]
EFFICIENCY APARTMENT,
BASEMENT, share bathroom.
ll30-mOilth plus utilities. Near
tevenson Arm •. Can 549-7139
7:30-8:30 a.m.
4511I1a82
SPACIOU~ ONE BEDROOM In

~!n:~~~~3-g:~P :J~~'
LARGE TWO BEDROOM

close

529.11.9

CALL BElWEEN 9 AND llA.M
PICTURE BOOK FARM cottage
Loft bedroom, ~k lined shower,

~~~~~. 26tb. ~1l.:t

NOW TAKING SPRING contracts

~!nt~d~m~~s::r~

~~~ErJO:e.Bf~~~~r. ::~s:e:~

dliplex. ~1735, 4."'7-61156.
B4ZT7Ba19
NEWLY DECORATED TWO
bedroom in quiet area near CarbondaJeClinic. ~125. B4436Ba84

~~~ lUll Deedi ~,\;;

1

FOUR BEDROOM UNUSUAL
chamber like bedrooms with Iolts.
AffeCtionatelra known as tbe
~eon. A mi east on Park fram

PARKTOWN APARTMENTS
TODAY

If 12:5~f::e.e:lr:trmi:or::
BM95Bb98
457-4334.

Perfecl 'or pro'..sionais. 900 + sq.
II, Air, corpeled. polie, lighled
.... rking. and cobl. TV . . .hind Cor.
bondol. Clinie. Two bedroom
apartmentl availoble

~ded.

CRAB ORCHARD ESTATES . 1
and 2 bedrooms. Natural ~as.

=-J~:='=':~'

WOODRUff SERVICES
457-3321

THREE BEDROOM.

ties

GAS heat,

~~~r.t~':.g':d~Pfl~~fg~~~' :4;~1::t

Now lten""II1or s,..1"II.
Effie.....,... and 1 bedroom ""b.
No peb. Ioundry Iocillt.... .

Burtt.
4510BbB4
CARBONDALE. 2 TO 3 bedroom
house. rooml' large fenced
backyard an patio. partia~
furDlshed. $~OO-month. Call 5 1549 evenlnp.
45OOBb84

...........

(2 blocks 'rem campus)

'1 . . . . . .11....
M9-245S
45'-7941

~~r!\a~M~: :'h~'!:

Now toki"ll Spring conlrocb 'or
efflc.....,.... I bedroom and 2 bed·
room opt. 3 blocks from Campus.
No pels.
G .... WlII~...........
110 S. Unl..... ty

rent. ~ block from camf.us.
Furnished, gas heat. Call -9932000.
4432B1l85
SUBLEASE LARGE 2-bedroom
bollSe, w·garage. Now. 549-5IJ:Mi,
Call befor-e 5.
4515Bb86
TWO ROOMS IN a four bedroom
boose to rent till May 15. $100 a
month ~8 utilities. 1101 N.
Carico.5.:: 1995, ask for Ei~~

45'-7941 M9-24S4
.

Hou...

tJ~u~~~~~:leH~e~2 ~:~.
~~~il~,bI.:at~~~:~i~~~&ag:1f:=
~~:tt-ng I~~~~:~:; f:n~~

4509Bc8I

~~s:eEJ?R?r~!' ~g;~~o FS'Wl.
Available immediately. 457-~.
~3Bc88

SPRING
SUBLEASE:
SEMESTER. 2 bedroom, furnished, ~ood condition. $100 a
montb. AiJ'conditionina. 457-8412.
4360Bc86
NICE ONE AND two bedroom,
~~i~~_~~ose to ca~
VERY NICE TRAILER, tip-wt,
tw<) bedrooms, new fur.18ce, pet!!
;r.tiable, furnished. 5211-1204 and
-1557.
4480Bd13
CARBONDALE. $125! 2 bedroom.,
carf:il, uDderSinned.
Some
util ties include . Immediate~
;:;.lable. MUBt see. Hurz&iIf'd13

""'..~

~XCEPTIONALLY

nt.,...

WANTED: OVER 25 yr. old female
to share nicely furnished house
~;:;;:~~:rr. 4 bloc~=
TWO'S COMPANY ROOMMATE
Finding Service. 300 E. Main.

~~ti~i~~':n~~!~r:~~n:o:
=:~~=O~~~~ki~1r~

NICE

~~~~, \~:5d!n~e~:r~

~ ,,~~,II~:~~"~

.J

BEDR04;>M, furnished
mob,," h=e, % m,'e S." of
~: Natural gas, CJ!~iaf:7

V

I

c:...ua
....Iy.............
.........:

Sit-len

3

Poplar between 3pm to6pm.
4508Be81
WANTED: ONE F·EMALE to
sublease three bed."OOID trailer.
Clean, non-smoker preferred.
Washer-dryer, $l09.33-month. 4576283, Dawn.
4349Be82

I

12-""1

ROOMMATE.

~or~;~='j:.~~I ~t~1~

ONE AND TWO bedrooma in nice
location on CI)dar Creek RNld.
35 -$190-month.
Priced from
.
's.mBh!r1 Clean and Quiet. h. "''''-teN7, after
NEWLY 4pm.
4342Bc89
F OUR BEDROOM,
re modeled, fully insulated, car- '1 12%50 2 BEDROOM Furnished
pe~r. cl~ t~:.~~:ePn!:carpeted. Call 684-2663. B43OOBc83'
ce
Ca lleveningll,l-833-852~ ,lbSO MOBILE HOME. Walber,
clean, couple,,&referred, $135NOW . . . .tl ...
Iprl...
month. DesOto. -2643. B4430Bd13
....... CIoM to
VERY NICE TWO bedroom, Dew
carpet. uDdel]linned, close to
Furnished or Unfurnllh"
cam~q~let eark. ~
~s.''''''''''
peta.
LtS" pmtr..Bca'
IIItW.CoIIege
85.""
5J35.....eroge

3980Be83

~~. ~c:trs49-~O;:. to =J:.'

84444Bc:99

month.

CAMBRIA.

II' miDutes from

~ r:::o::::!xn~':=

::;.,:~~tid=~;~~:

pets
B4778BdI

B4445

2533.

!:u~~:r.~fen~::-~~flUS

WU~ifP::Y45~£ pers:~~ ~;~~one Tina :J:Z

~~~~~=~:r.~i=
4S67BdIO

ROY AL RENTALS
AVAILABLE NOW

FEMALE OR

FEMALE

bIocb from
at 549-1625.

"ery

Call Sharon
4492Be87

WANTED~25

N.

ga~:,a~a:::t~mont6,I~c;:

1IIIH038.

-,.,-

North of Campua.
SI.... 1Iafw

"vaiklble

4503Be81

MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED,

~nBfs~~~mester. Lew~~

r~"'~;;:;~d"'''.
"."'w<~~_.,-".:

ROOMS AVAILABLE AT low
4282BdIM
ntes, 549-2831.
WEEKLy AND MONTRLl nta.
~.65
week. $195 P.eI' month.
mt. etely fllmisbeil T. V. ,
mai aervic:e. ~ Motel, 825

fefe

~~i3.

tbs~~

PRIVATE ROOM, HAVE ~vate
ref~entor, twin c:y1iDds' door
locks, Jar.e diniDl I'OIJm aDd

¥.~'~~:e~..::::

:&ipmeal. very D0!2r camp.us.

&1:~=~~J~=
. B4UI6Bd93

01 University 1ibrarJ.

4547Be85

----------------

MALE OR FEMALE roommate
wanted. £hare country bouse with
one felI'.ale. Own room, washerdryer. '140 mootb, Call 867-2403.
4551Be87
ROOMMATE NEEOED (MALE>.

3 Bdrm house behind Rae. Center.

Phone, cable TV, AC, $73-mo.
and one-tbird utilities, good at4545Be81

mOllphere. 457·5253.

ROOMMATE WANTED FOR
Spring Semester. Furnished room
in nice 4 bedroom house. Close to
campus. Phone, 529-4092. 4S54Be83
FEMALE

ROOMMATE

~~P~~ie;~·iae$llf:i~:'f~~

after 6 p.m.

[

4S5OBe89

,.. 1

Dupl. . . .

THREE BEDROOM DUPLEX.
One Ilef!l'.)a needs two more.
AVIli1lliie Immediately. Heat and
water included. Located next to
new Kroger on west side of town.
457-4334.
B3798Bft16
LARGE

UNFURNISHED

2

=~;~ ~;:''1i3.I(~~ r~~l~~
1735, .- .ai6.

4190BflM

CARTERVILLE DUPLEX.
2
~oom, large yard. $1:;1~i:z
CARBONDALE,
ABSOLUTE
ECONOMY for one in tbis 1bedroom d'H:lex modular home

l:![ ~f:003t~~~_Jir.t=1tM

BEDROOM DUPLEX in
beautiful colonial style bouse.
Furnisbed. water sewer I: trasb
incll!ded. Close to camPl,lll
~~.rsity Mall. $390 ~~~
3

temp

1 BEDROOM,

UNFURNISHED,

~~~~::t~iefi.l~$2~,

plus

~

utilities. 1-964-1152.

4449BfBS

Mob.l.

H~Lot~, ..,

I

BIG, SECLUDED SHADY, mobile
bome IoU. First mOllth free. $45month. We
$100 for mov~.

my

~.c~7~¥~.ley. Soutb~B~

-

at
I MALE ROOMMATEcallNEEDED
after 5 p,m.
G~etown A~.

~es:r. Needed for ~~

1 FEMALE ROOMMATE WAN-

)

vHWV 51 NORTH
549-3000

RF,:NTER NEEDED for large,
plus

ROOMMATE NEEDE:l FOR 2
bedroom house. Now, dose to
campus, Call befor-e 5, 541-58.16.
451SDe86

~

.........

4562Be8S

~~~~~457!~~0.

449lBe83

CARTERVILLE.
FEMALE.
LOVELY 3-bed"00m
home,
wasber-dryer, low utilities,
microwave. fireplace, 2 baths. 1-

eCABLEVISION
e1 or 2 baths
e 2 or 3 bedrooms
e$l45-$360

"

campus~

5974.

FREE BUS
·TO
SIU
e Laundromat

....
:-_'J;::1

ROOMMATE

ROOMMATE

457."22

'-

roommate,

==,m:t:illties,r:t:~·

Nice. No Pets.

~
OMI5

MAL~

~~~~:sa~~:~r-'
44B4Be82

I-Bdrm. Apt.
$185 mo.
EH. Apts
$1~5mo.
2 Bdrm. Mobile Homes
lOx SO to 14 x70
$125 to $200 mo.
A.II Furn., AIC,

three

~S':e':f' ~~t~tcasOO~'

sc:booI. Call Woodruff, 457·3321.

SUBLEASER

~~~s. g:a1:ir~:;rt~rrur~

Profes.stonal. ~2187.

FEMALE

~~~noo~·ml!~. =.i1~e

~?~~M=~~ ~~!~e

~~~ce yard. 009 N.~~~

M!\LE TO SHARE three bedroom
furnished, $100 includes utilities.
~~, clesn. Two miles so~~~

MALE AND FEMALE Roommates needd, Garden Park Acres
:F..~~ E. Park Aven~'l=

ECONOMICAL TWO BEDROOM
8x45. underpinned tied down,
natural ga\;: close l 0 campus I:

ROOMMATE
Very nice ~
room. $l25-month,
68~~iblY less. 207 W. O~1f1a

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED

ROOM'UTE NEEDED. $125
, mOllth. 421 W. Monroe. call 4577185.
3755Be85

4370Bc89

FEMALE

NEEDED.
:Pat.
Own

Dished. 549-2403.

FEMALE TO SHARE

r~~~~:te~;~:~:eatv':!lr~!~

~:

I r;~o~w;e~~~~~m a~'i:f::tt:!

~9~~~1!cfM;y=~llafS:

Sp.m.

r.;d.

FEMALE

t..

:.J.cr,

sulated. CloSe to cam~us. l~lre
woods and mall $200 457-297

'01"

.oom....

UVABLE 2 PERSON mobile home

ONE AND TWO bedroom, clean,
furnished, r.!ce Ioc:ation, available
flOW. l~o pets. Pleasant Hill Road
54IHlZ72 or~.
B42OOBd1.2

BEAUTIFUL HOUSES. ONE,

4496Bdlll

FEMALE
ROOMMA;:Be3J 21
bedroom dupln. $140 rent I:
utilities. 2 mi. from cam~us.

~o~iers~ing~On St~ ~,2

"H917, _ _

COOKING

2057.

SUBLEASE A LARGE 2 bedroom
trailer at a reduced $120-mo. rate.

I-BEDROOM $100, 2-bedroom,
$130, cat"pet, quiet, prh'ate
rwrkiDg. Furnished or IInuraiBbed DO pets. Soutbwood
Park. 529-i 5S9.
B4045~l
2 BEDROOM, 1~ batb, all electric,
central air. l2xtiO. Warren Road
54!Hl491.
B4062Bc:9t

FO{jRBLOCKSTO~ Three

ROOMS·RENT.

~~~~~.S=-~~~~.

=~:.~~~~~
B3870Bc:88

8

CARPETED.

rr~U:1~d.c~:: p~~P:;:

$100-montli. Call549-55358~~~

after 5pm.

~=eU8. 300 Hester.~~

Roa~

:;:"ila5~1~:=atelY. 549-=B~

ms

FANTASTIC 3 BEDROOM, 2 bath,
stone,
firep'lace,
cathedral
ceilin ll utihty room, attacbed
garat, ia
~e deck, heat pump. No
pets. 9. Mornings ~Bb83

~EWLY

E~<f3!1~.?ctedf~:is7:':·

campus. $175-montb. 549-5596 after
5 p.m.
B4426Bd98

~m:'~l!:°?':i1er ,Rfj~r~rs~~ I

electric heat, oIf Giant Cit!

MALE OR FEMALE. BeautiluJ
aecluded farmhouse. Private
~ heal. SOlltb 01 Refu~B~
ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR
~g semester' 84. Nice, clean 2
bedroom apartment 2 minutes
from campus, call 457-2387
evenings.
4369Be89

WALK TO CAMPUS from this
comfortable 2 bedroom. natural
~ beated mobiie home 011 East

DESOTO: EXCEPTIONAL
THREE bedroom borne app'raised
60's. Might consider trade 01 other . TWO BEDROOM REDUCED rent,
property. 1-333-2257.
3843Bb87 available DOW. No pets please. 4578352 after 4 p.m.
B3559Bc8J.
r..EMODELED TWO BEDROOM,
TO CAMPUS, l2lI6O two
~;O. ~~e ~~ ~:::':'Js~~ for CLOSE
bedroom. No pets, reasonable
(J8448b87
HOUSE,
6-BEDROOM,
fo ~~i:r!~:a ~::!t~~m:~
females, close to campus and and 6. Soutb Higbway 51. Cable
3685Bc:92
downtowr'. $125 eacb Includes T. V. Available.
water abd trasb,
de~sit,
ONE-BEDROOM
REDUCED
RENT. No pets plene. 457-8352
=.n~ ~1r~~ ~inf%; after 4:00 p.m.
B3727Bc8S
appointmenL 1-314-334-4&')1.
3855Bb87
~~I~
c:,m&::
HOMEFINDERS WILL HELP yol,I
Ooo't waste mmey, Call us, ~
fmd a renlal ~ For free service Call
4444.
B36sBcas
529-5252 or 529-3866. Division of
EXTRA NICE TWO bedroom.
Diedericlt Real Estate. B4179Bb95

3-4 BEDROOM. VERY nice, close

B4184Bd97

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED

3 BEDROOM HOIJSE, 2 ~ople
neetl 1 mor-e. Furnished. wilsbernice yard. 609 N. Almond,
45 -4334.
B44S0BblOO

ONE ROOM HOUSE to sublet for
spring. Furnished, trasb, and
water includd. Extremely low
$f~~. ~;'.walk to ~rr~

~~eJ:ms:.~7~~,~-~~

10x60 WrrH TIPOUT clean, close
to camPJsteauiet COUrt, water paid,
storage
call 529-1329. Leave
message.
4557Bc86

f:di~~n::/::r~!
~iB:80MJ hou!!~~Ltarpef- 11m
45t!!BIBl
3-BEDROOM
lIDHOUSE
furnished, '>2 block from campus,
=.529-1539, 4 bedro~~~~

TWO BLOCKS OFF campus. Well

~~~~!~~g8n~~=~able.

ROOMMATE FOR TRAILER in
Town I: Country. $112.50-month, ~
utilities. FWl roommate. Call Kris,
529-1677.
4361Be83

CLOSE TO CAMPUS and town,
per bedroom, for 4-5
bi;:.;se. Work eltc:bange
for rent, possible. 549-4935.
4S46Bb85
RENT $100! NICE 3 bdr house,

~1Iff. ~ur'J.~~='

TWO BEDROOM 12x50, 1 and I ~

1:.8an cinose~tto cam~
I: University
trai er park. $185&it

~th

B4197Bb86

4J3.t.

NEWL Y REMODELED
2-BlOCKS FROM CAMPUS

P~T:!, :!fa~:gbes::e:~r~e:A~~
~itden I: Little GraSSI Lake.

to

:=~i~im~urnish~i:!~

COM....

ONE. THRIE AND FOUR
BEDROOM HOUSES.

I

~~. !'~~i~" ~:~.
utilities.

~.

Ar

45!8Be82

THREE ROOMMATES SEEKING
a fOllrtb. Male-Female. Good
kleatioo. Pbone Steve at 5&2043.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _aMB====eM::

~~

rte= ':.~~

:::'~r~:"-=i1 ~:rl
maintained at t1IS·montb for
balaDceohemelter.

457
-ameBe90

==.

IFEMALEROOIlMATES _ted

~-=.4~!*-.

ROOIiMATBWAli'rED. NICS
fllrniabed 4 bednIoIri. BiB yard, ~

::~~m~ ~bIe ~ie8$

~ep~~~i Ho:;ftt\~~~Sl.
::~.286.

Equal

OF~~

HELP WANTED.
CATALOG
sales wholesale. Your hours. For
details Send: S. A. S. E . .l. .l!!~
Bolt 59, Cobden,lL ~.lO. ~(
DANCERS WlLi:.LSVILLE. GOOD
paihJOOd~, transportation
av

le.l

-8142 after

5~3C87

~"Hc?t:!~ar.l~Elt:"m

~~:e.,loJn unit r:~~~~~r~
~eon =~~ic:.~
qII.1llUicaUoa: BA-BS witb con-

~~~res!:n~:'~

William Y .... 'Sc:booI of lIediciae,
SoIItbem a'hUnois Univenity,
Carbondale, IL 62901. SIU is

an

L'W~ ~,::!::::ilJ-A,ffii:.~
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TYPING

. TERM

PAPERS

~~~~8J d:::r~~ti:Is!' a~:ft~hl!:

OVERSEAS JOBS - SUMMERyear round. Europe A. Amer .•
Australi~Asia. All helds. $506-

fil:>w~~eIYt; ~t~l1'~
Del Mar. Ca 92625.

3591<:81

457-4666.

364400

STOR-N-LOCK

MINI

~~~S~'Jrst~a~~~
~~~ f::~:~a:~1~~~a\Y~;lf~y
B3612EI03

TRA VEL FIELD OPPORTUNITY

- Earn money and gain valuable

~:=:~iv:xro~ri~;~~. I~:
TTII! to Florida. Call ~ampus
Marketing at (312) 858-4887 collect.
4283C83

CRUiSESHIPS ARE HIRING! $16-

~aYr! :;,~~rde~aw5i::e~t~~:'

Newsletter. 1-(916)-944-#10 Ext.
Southern minois Cruise. 4297Cl11

bass
own

~:::r!ri-=F~~Y ~?cfrsJ53~;!~
for details.

4534C84

COUNSELORS FOR BOYS camp
i!l Maine. Openinss in most actiVities (WSI. tenrus. basketball.

~~:e:U~p cb:f~el'hKr~~~.

St.. Brookline. MA 02146 or call 617-

277-8080.

4310C89

VOLUNTEERS

!~~lNg:o w:~~1 ~~i~nten~g;:rro~

___________ COUPON - - - - - -___ _
Flash Foto

~a

Roll Color Print ProcessIng Done In our Lob.

N' iliff

(Color Negative FIlm Only Rpprint!!l Not Included)

no, 1~', 135 Film Siz..

* After Christmas Puppy Salel

m

NEED A PAPER typed1 IBM
Selectric, fast 6: accurate.
Guaranteed no errors. 54&-2258.

Schnauzer $20 OFF
Poodle $20 OFF
Chihuahua $10 OFF
Boykin Spaniel $25 OFF

-:

4485E98

FAITH TEMPLE INFANT Day

-~

~e:f~l:;:';!:~~:?~~es six
4526E99
ALTERATIONS AND SEWING.
Men &. Wrnnen, custom tailoring.
expert !ilterations of all kinds. The
Alteration Shop, 828G. East Main.
Cynthia. 54&-1034. Closed Mo~ays.

* We

also have one American Eskimo left!

* Small Bird Shipment Just Arrivedl

Quaker Parakeets, African Ringnecks. Female
Western Rosella Keet. Canary Wing Bee-Bee

meeting Thursday. January 19.

~~~tcr:rS:o~ns?~~:ak~'r;S

~_'{

14 FISH SALE

. .((

Every Wednesday

B4429C83

MANUSCRIPT EDITING. $6 .•'1\}.
Full-time in Marion. For ;>-5
months. Send resume to Box 8
4521aW
Marion. IL 62959.

~

~"'"

THEFISH NET

boUT.

WANTED

Murda.e Shopping Center
549-7211

'l(n:;IfJM~i'::'~0~3~~O::ih~~1
Send resume to Box 8. Marioo. IL
4520C84

~~5TI'.+,

TYPESETTING, PASTEUP.
LAYOUT work. Part time in
Marion. Send reswne $4.50-oour.
P. O. Box 8. 62959.
4519C84

It

FREE LANCE ARTIST to draw
cartoons for Medical field.
''i>'gotiable, send resume, Box 8,
4522C84
Marion., II:. 62959.

a

.,

SUPIRBOWL
o.

~

'J

ATTENDANT

CARBONDLE.

r;~~ ~~:n =Jlli:~: ~~g

to work toward independence in
self care. Morni~ and evenina

~~r:n::~:red "&1l~rf

4556C85

TRAVEL AGENT TRAINING

~. ~~a:~~~=~.~~

dllte ~et(istration: Feb. 3, 1984.
F.or more mfonnatiOll, caD Trish
at Borgsmiller Travel. 618-684-

B4452C87

GRADUATIE
ASSISTANT
POSITION OF
NIGHT MANAGER
of the SIUC Student Center_
Applicants must be ervoI-

kKf In a Graduate School
program and should submit a letter of application and a current resume to the Admhlstrafive Office of the SIUC
Student Center by 5 p.m.
on 1-26-84.

I
I
I
I

--~-------~-~-----~~------~

!:~~~~~~f1d 1t~3ri;n'}~~~t\~:

62959.

O...-b~ I

1. No limit on number of roll. per coupon
2. Goad on" Thurs. Jan. 19 Thru Scot. Jan. 21
3. Connot be used with oth.)r coupons

Department. Unique opportunity

lOS-C.

Open
Mon-Fn
7 lOA M ·6P M
So, 9A M ·6P.M

IOOW. Walnut
Corbondale, Il

4298Clll

LOOKING FOR LEAD.
guitarists.
drummer.

WANTED:

"1liiM.~~1
-I.......-

SIU PIlat .nII Seil
SeiaMi CIa~
Fe/lit. PIlat M.....
T., Q..,ity PllIItt fI Bri!htett
U,V.rWIfIt
OaS.1t ill
Stu.at Center
J... t8, 19, 20
If Inti! ..

AIRLINES ARE HIRING! Flil!ht

~~~.an~o~~~rJ:~ion~~~i ~!:;
P~m!~:~~idetx~~~~~~~er~

minois Air.

....,
'-...J

PURSE·IMP(,RTANT CONTENTS. Lost at Bam Moo. 1-16-84
in Wham 105. Reward. 453-5004 or
return to Student Center lost and
found please!!!
4533G~

~. ':lIOOWb":;- I
:1~~.~~ ~IV~~~' at!!'~a~~

fJ!:l:y"s~ ~~. S&eIYir! p~~~~sCr~~
Cooter Clown Service. 457-0154.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
ATTENTION Stu SUNBATHERS'
Surf's)Jp but our prices aren't!

~ ~ ~o::'nY ~~ ~~

~~~~l~:Jrl~~zt~~t:

ClubS, loG! CaD, Luv Tours (1100)
368-2006, asll for Annette. 4434J119
MILLIONS
OF
DOLLARS
available for roDege educations.
ne
E'!:!le° a~~a~~es~ar!::f~
SAl: to • , Education" ~lII:
865, Carbondale, IL 62903. 4341J81

trusb

RIDERS NEEDED

~""\

SAYIIiGS

KICK OFF IS 10:00 AM FRIDAY-ANAL WHISTlE 9:00 PM MON.

'U!4U:te ):lfJ

60%

TDK SA 90 2_25 ea.
MAXElll.DXL 190 2.S) ea.

OFF ALL REMAINING

STOCK. SHOP EARLY TO
INSURE SIZES.

ALL VIDEO TAPE ON
SUPER SALE
VHST-12O
8.88 ea.
BETA L-750
8,88 ea_

IUl3·a, 'Ilo-n.j

LAST CALL,
ON COLOGNE

NMM. c.ASSES'm ST&EO

wi LIGHTWEIGHT HEAD-

50%

PHONES
INCLUDES CASE

NAMES LIKE HALSTON,
AZZMO, PIERRE CARDIN,
ROYAL COPENHAGEN,

AND MANY MORE GOING
FAST

FINAL CLOSEOUTS
ON MANY OTHEI ITIMS.
DON'T MISS YOU.CHANCE
TO SA VI .. IUNDUI

WAS $67.00

~. !~:~
SUPER PRICE

SUPPliES LIMITED

.
\3/ '11."

ONE PIECE WIAUTO
REDIAL. WHITE, W/PUSH
BUnONS

~~. 1 Yr.. Exchane- Warranty
."":.

»)NOWONLY

t;Pli1i4·h·j

DEMOS ON DISPLAY

SOLD AT DEALER COST
ALL AM-FM CASS~nE
IN-DASH MODELS

20 units to move"
NAME BRANDS LlK~
SONV, JfNSEN, AUDIOVOX
BELTEK

SAVE LIKE NEVER BEFOREI

TYPING - RUSH
;egular. Cassette tapes transcribed. Term~pers, thp.ses-

YIII. WI HAYIIN-STORI STIIIO. YIDEO SERYIClIl

~~~~~s:~.

We guwan._ the low." poulble prlw. on nom. brond ••ereo
ond "ldeo equipment. ~t H our competition hoppen. to b.
lower on ony gl".n fte"" ,u., bring In a copy of the 001 and
we will ch_rf"l y r.fund the dlfferenc •.

dlssenatiolls, bOoIi manuscripts,

______________~~~4El~

PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL
available at the Hair Lab. Call
!inab AndersoD, Electrology
'prer-apist, 529-1471, 529-~1/'.31
TYPINC THE OFFICE. 409 W.
MaiD Street. 5&3512.
420SE96
Page 20, Daily Egyptian, January 19, 1984

UNIVDlnY MALL

MIlS WINO

Mt-tUl

SHASTEENrSIMAGE LTD.
YD, . . WIU LAY IT AWAY WITH JUST." DOWN

VANDERBILT from Page 22 ..
Newly acquired 16-year-old
Steve Quanor will be in the
lineup, but leFevre has no idea
where.
"I have to see him play first,"
leFevre said. "I figure that he
will play No. 6 singles because
of Roeland deKort's illness."
That's right, ckKort, the last
..,f the Salukis, is nursing a bad
cold.
At doubles, Wadmark was
playing with Oliquino at No. I,
Rasch was playing with
Krueger at No. 3 and Visconti
and Coch are stiD an active
team at No.2.
"We'll see what we can put
together before Friday t"
leFevre said.
Fifth-year Commodore Coach
John Newman will be bringing a
young, injury-free team with
him Friday. He said he will
probably bring nine play~rs,

seven of them freshman.
"When you have c:uch a young
team, you play it day-by-day,"
Newman said. "We had a good
match with the Salukis last time
around, maybe we can do it
aga!!'."

Playing No. 1 singles for
Vanderbilt is junior Chris Huff
from Houston, Texas. Huff has
some big wins under his belt,
especially counting his victory
over Paul Annacone of Tennessee. Annacone is ranked No.
1 in the nation by the Intercollegiate Tennis Coaches
Association. Huff also beat
W'ldmark last fall.
Newman is also sure that
freshman Tom Bender from
Baltimore, Md., will play NO.2
singles. Bender was nationally
ranked as a junior player last
year.
"The rest of the team is still a

TRIP from Page 24
trouble limited the 6-11 center'it Pie Walker or Chris George. or
playing time
both.
As is his custom, Van Winkle
Birch, hampered by a bruised
would not disclose Thursday's knee, "hasn't played as well as
starting lineup. He has started he'd like," according to Van
Perry, Cleveland Bibbens, Winkle, and Bibbens' playing
Bernard Campbell, Nate time was cut dramatically at
Bufford and Roy Birch in 12 of Creighton and Wichita State.
sru-c's 15 games, but hinted Birch and Bibbens have started
this week that he might start every game.

100 West Jackson St.
(Between North Illinois and the rlIIilrOild)
Hours: 9:00 to 5:30 Mon.-5at.
SUnday 12 to Ii Phcne 58-17041

All the fun 01 ire cream-plus tt1e good things 01 yogurt
High in taste, I(MI in fat. NatlJral fruit flavors
FamaJs 0enna1 quelity.

· Itoa~.cupOf'coneofDANNY-YO
Thi. coupon and 1~ entltl.. bea

--------Jr);

ii

549·512

UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE ...... .

WHAT'S

IN IT
FOR YOU?
Textbooks. Shelves of them. And more shelves. Everything you'U
need for the coming year of reamn', writin', and 'rithmetic. All the
ft!qUired ~ mateials and stqJeStoo rea......~s Aa:ounting tt-~
Zoology, with the alphabet of knowledge in between. In one place, at
one time, to make it easier on you.

the shelves stocked. Keep the lines moving. Help you get through
book buying as qUickly as possible.

In a cup 'or cone

I19CSpeciC

823S.lUlnols

Employees in University Bookstore aprons, who are there when
you need them. And know the answers to your questions. They keep

B::~~ SO~ FROZEN YOGUR
'(~-"

/YIN

* New and sed Books * F~nta$Y Gamlnl *
* calendars * Greetinl cards *School SUPPlies *
* lotterY Alent *
-WE SPECIAL ORDER 800KS-

Supplies. The ones you'd expect to find. Notebooks and pens.
Pencils and folders. And the ones you may not kno'", about. Like
the engineering supplies. It's all right there. so you can ~tock up when
you buy your books. No running around to collect e·."erything you
need to start the semester. You're busy enough as it is.

The most complete stock of natural
foods and vitamins in Southern Illinois

""' -'" '"

puzzle to me," Newman said.
He has junior Allan Bennaroch and freshmen Paul
Bailey. Steve Herzog, Rex
Cretella, Scott Vowles, Brad
Goodman and Tom Kellog to put
somewhere in his lineup.
"I'll know where when I
arrive
in
Carbondale,"
Newman said.

':.;.res 2/29/80(

Coupon

There's even prices that don't leave a hole in your pocket. Used
books save you 25% and we have lots of them.
Master Charge and Visa may be used for any purchase at the
Main Office or in the Supply Dept.

.

And it's nice to know that what you pay for books goes back
into the operation of the Student Center. To help pay for the free
coin return lockeM, the TV lowiges and Info. Desk. It's one of the
reasons. the low pl;ces of bowling and billiards stay low.

~DURO~~~~

~/m\~

What's it all add up to? Convenience. Low prices and help when
you need it. A return on your investment. Through the door of the
University Bookstore. That's what's in it for you.

3155.1111.....

UJURSDAY JI. ALWAYS
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Small bgr:

OPEN TONIGHT TILL 8:00

t

THE
~~.
tWINOOWS ~ t
~
Rock "ideos ~

AT THE CROSSROADS
OF THE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
STUDENT CENTER
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Injured Saluki lDen netters to battle Vanderbilt
By George Pappas
Staff Writer
Vanderbilt's men tennis
squad will try to overcome its
youth while the Salukis will try
to overcome their injuries when
these two squads meet 2 p.m.
Frlrl...y at the Egyptian Spor~"
Center.
Saluki Coach Dick LeFevre
said he is still not sure ~hat
lineup he'll use against the team
that beat his squad 6-3 in a
pract\ce match last fall.
LeFevre said Vanderbilt's win
was mis'eading.
"We should have won 5-4,"
LeFevre s.o!rl. "W" had to
forfeit RoUie Oliquin., in his No.

2 singles match and the No. 1 fall. blJt he may be moved up to
dnubles m:tteh. We would have No. 2 to replac(: Oliqwno,
LeFevre 1I8id.
won both of those matches."
"Gabriel told m~ he's going to
Oliquino injured his right play like a maniac,'" LeFevre
knee in his singles match said. "I suppose that means
against Vanderbilt. He is still he's ready."
si~!i'led with the injury. He
One thing for sure is that t'.:r
was winning 5-3 in ...~ third set Wadmark will be playing No.1,
of that singles mated when he LeFe-rre said. He was 5-2 last
sustained the injury. LeFevre fall and had a promising apsaid he does not Imow if pearance in the Nike AIIOliquino will play this 5Cason American Tellnis Chambecause he has not heard from
him.
LeFevre did hear from
Colombian Gabritll Cocb, whose
playing hand was injured before
Chrisbnas break. CGcb was 4-3
while playing No.3 singles last

'Perfect matchup' draws
top Super Bowl betting
LAS VEGAS, Nev. lAP) - ,
Bettors drawn by what one
bookmaker calh ar. "absolute
perfect matchup" may ante as
much as $75 million total on the
Redskins or Raiders in SI.U1day's Super Bowl, the most
money ever bet on any. one
sporting event in Nevacha' Siegal

SP?~is~ like it will be the

biggest single event we've ever
booked," said Jimmy Vaccaro,
who predicts his Barbary Coast
sports book alone will do "well
over" $2 million on the game.
"y ou have everything going
for you on this game: the bad
w.thegood,thetwobestteams
playing each other." he said.
"It's an atJsolute perfect
matehup. It couldn't get any
better exc~,pt maybe ii Dallas
was there.
800kies around this city
agree tMt this year's Super
Bowl is the most attractive in
recent· years. With even the
professional gamblers split on
who is going to win the game, it
will generate heavy betting from $50 to $75 million will be
wagered in N-::vada alone.
Vaccarro says the old record is
about $50 million for one event.
"It's a tough game," said

materia~
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Parlay cards offered by books
include ~uch bets as whether
John Riggins or Marcus Allen
will rush for mQ~: yards; most
field goals kicked, most yards
penalized each team, and
scores from each qua:1er.
The only 1hing that could cut
into bettillg OQ the game, oddsmakers say, is what bookmakers call the "number," the
amount of points one team is
favored by over another.
In this case, the Washington
Redskins are a three-point
favorite over the Los Angeles
Raiders.

PROBLEM-I
SOLVERS I

II.

and

-the life at contemplation and
the lif. of action

THE

This is
no cheap
pizza !

A healthy spirituality is
one that integrates ....
-tile

Not only will fans be able to
bet on th~ir favorite teams at
any of the state's two dozen
spor~ books, they can also bet
on whether the total score will
be over or under 3 certain
number of points - in most
books. i.a'-.e numbP.r is 48 points.

could cut
down on the size. use
artificial cheese, skimp
on the items and then sed
it two for one. But_
just don't believe in doing
business that way.
For Cller 20 years. Wlille
been making the best
pizza _ kn?N how. and
_'VA been delivering ;1
free. in 30 minutes or less.
Call us. tonight.

doctor recommended that he
stay off the courts (or a lllOnth
and a half tr.cause he has a
dislocated disc.
te~g:!!~rt!':st ~il~!~n~lso partially
Chris Visconti and Pald
returned from break with good Rasch are healthy, LeF.,,,re
news for LeFevre. Nilsson's said. Visconti was S·i! last fall
playirig arm is no longer playing at No.4 singles. Rasch
bothering him, LeFevre said. was 4-3 at No.5. L?Fevre said
Nilsson will p~cly No. 2 or No 3 l'lult they may stay in those
singles. LeFevre said.
positions.
LeFevre received bad ne\VJI
from senior Scott Krueger. His see V ANDERBIL T, Page 21

-pi.ty and pOlitics
-th.
spiritual aad the
sacred
tbe secular

Sonny Reimer. sports book
director at the Castaways. "A
lot of time you'll see a Su.,er
Bowl matchup that, regardless
of what the pomts are, you know
one team will beat the other by
six or seven points. But these
are both great teams and yon
can't tell."

on. sure. _

r.ionships last October. although
de finished in the bottom half
among the 32 to~ collegiate
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Pruitt at last to play in Super Bowl
TAMPA, Fla. (AP) Finally, Grf!g Pruitt will play in
a Super Bowl. He's gone from

~~~~~~t ~~:t!~~r ~i~rn~~

the trewendous satisfaction
he's feeling !.hese days.
"I think tIw course that I took
to get here makes it even more
rewarding," said Fruitt, an 11year National Football League
veteran. "Words can't express
how much this means to me.
The Super Bowl is the epitome
of football,"
Pruitt was a two-time AUAmerican as a running back at
Oklahoma, then became a star
witt-. the Cleveland Browns,
playing in the Pro Bowl in four
of his first five years. The 5-foot.11, 190-pounder rushed for more
than 1,000 yards three straight
seasons starting in 1975.
After ninp. years with the
Browns, Pruitt was traded to
the Raiders on draft day in 1982
:~~~red his days were

Pruitt, 32, doesn't see much
action on scrimmage plays for
the Raiders, but he could be a
key player Sunday when Los
Angeles faces the Washington
Redskins in Super Bowl XVIII.
That's because he returns
punts and kickoffs, and nobody
has to tell the Redskins how
dangerous he is. He showed
them in Washington on Oct. 2
when he returned a punt ff1
yards for a touclldown during a
37-33 Raiders' loss.
Pruitt set a singie-seaSOll
NFL record by returning punts
for 668 yards in 1983. His 11.5yard ay erage was second in !.he
American Football Conference
and third in the NFL. And he
returned 31 kickoffs for 604
yards and rwhed for 154 yards
on 26 carries.
He was rewarded for his
efforts by being selected for his
fifth Pro Bowl as a kick return
specialist.
Marcus Allen is another area
of satisfaction for Pruitt. The

Anthony named Male Bowler of Year
CHICAGO (AP) Earl
Anthony of Dublin, Calif. is the
Bowling Writers' Association of
America Male Bowler of the
tear for the sixth time in the
last decade.
The 1983 award was probably
the last Bowler of the Year
award for A~thony, 45, wbo
announced his retirement from
the tour late last year.

Anthony had previously won
the award in 1974, 1975, Iff16,
1981 and 1982. The only other

male be,wler to win the honor six
times was Don Cart~r, now of
Miami, Fla.
Anthony won two tournaments last year at Peoria,
m., and the PBA National at
Toledo, Ohio. He led the pros in
earnings with $133,605 although
be participated in only 20
events.
Anthony was named on all 186
ballots submitted by the SBW A
members and totaled 1,409
points on an 8-5-3-"-1 basis. He
had .::~ fIrst-place votes.

two have grown very close since
1982, when Allen was a rookie.
"The first thing he told me
was I was his idol when he was
younger, " said Pruitt with a
smile. "We got alr-ng very well

~;;;~~~'~~Of~~i~1 ~~~~

"I've been fortunate enough
to accomplish a lot of things
myself as a running back," said
Pruitt. "Football is experiem,e.
I just helped him trv to understand.
.
"I've gotten a lot of
satisfaction through his success. lIe's a good listener. I'm
just trying to help him keep
from making the same
mistakes I made."
Allen, when asked about his
teammate, said, "You mean
Coach Pruitt? I've had a lot of
respect for him and admired
him for many years. He's been
through it all. He's one of the
best running backs who has
ever' played this game. U he'll
tell me anything, I'll listen. He
preaches patience. He's been a
big help to me."
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Evans says Blitz' goal
to rid 4-14 inheritance
SCOTI'SDALE. Arb. (AP)-

Vince Evans, the former
t.'hicago Bears quarterback now
with the United States Football
League's Chicago Hlitz, says his

new team's main goal this
season will be "to put that 4-14
inheritancE' out of our fans'
minds."
The Blitz, who went 12~ last
year and made the playoffs,
switched franchises on Sept. 30
with the Arizona Wranglers who finished 4-14 and lost their
last 10 games in a r'lw.
Chicago has begun its
rebuilding program here at its
pre-season training camp and
Evanr is a main building block,
according to Blitz Coach Marv
Levy.
"It was important that we
start with an experienced
quat lerback. Vin~~ is a
superior athlete with good
leadership qualities," said
Levy, who fonnerly coached the
Nation.i1 Football League's
KlnsaS City Chiefs. "I net-er
had a philosophy tJ:.at either the
bench or the quarterback called
the plays. Here, we're going to
>trur'Ure it pretty much to let
Vince call his 0'i1Jl."
i':vans, 28, spent the past five
NFL seasons with the Bears alternating between starter and
benchwarmer while 3djusting
to "a new offensive coordinator
Illmost every year."
The ex-Southern Cal st~.ndout
was ultimately replaced last
season by se<:ond-year quarterback Jim McMahon and
decided in November that his
f';ture was elsewhere.
'Td been trying to get traded
to a number of NFL teams, btJt
it dido't work out," said Evans,
"(Bears Coach Mike) Ditka
personally drafted McMahon
and. in his mind, he was !!(\mg to
give the Bears a face-lift. He
wanted them to be his own
creation.
"But now, it's exciting for me
to be on the ground floor of
something good. I'm confident
there is a committment here.

They're not messing around."
The Blitz have already lured a
handful of Bears to make the
jump over to the rival USFL
and now want to sign Chicago's
star running back Walter
Payton to a multi-million dollar
deal.
But Evans said he hasn't
heard of his el:-teammate's
plans.
• If you want to tell a secret to
one person, tell it to Walter,"
Evans said, "because he won't
tell you anything."
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Year of learning, experience
increased Jackson's court role
By Dan Devine
Staff Writer

In basketban circles, it is
commonly said the best thing
about freshmen is that they
become
sophomores.
Al
McGuire, former Marquette
men's basketball coach and oow
a NBC college basketball
analyst. used to say it aD the
time.

Salukj sophomore Petra
Jackson is living proof. With a
year of college experience to
her credit, the SIU~ guardforward oow tays with as

~uc~t:==
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D.D. Plab, Char Warring and
Connie Price.
Last year, as the second or
third Saluki off the bench.
Jackson's contributions were
modest - most vaJuable of
which was a 4.4 scoring
average.
This year her contributions
have been worth bragging
about.
The overall play of Jackson
has been a major factor in the
Salukis' 1&-3 start this season.
The Salukis, 4-0 in conference
play, lead the Gllteway Conference by a g,me.
Jackson leads STU-C with a
14.5 scoring average and has
seen more court time than
anyone else on the team. She is
second in assists, third in steals
and is shooting a t a 52 percent
clip, mostly from the outside.
Along with Plab, Jackson has
helped make the Saluki backcourt an offensive force in its
own right, not just a sidelight to
the dominating SIU-C front line.

The difference between this
year and last year, Jackson
said, is just that - a year of
exp.:rience .lnd learning.
"Coming out of high school
was a big adjustment," Jackson
said after Tuesday's practice.
The big adjustment was
learning things like defense,
rebounding and baUhandling.
JaC'uon's major role as a 2ti
point per game scorer in high
school was to run down the
court and put the ban in the
basket.
'" was never a defensive
player," she said. "I was an
offensive player all through
high school. Now I take pride in
my defense."
Jackson played zone defense
exclusively at University City
High in Missouri, but has since
become an important cog in the
SIU-C player-to-p1ayer defense,
which has blanketed more than
one team this year.
AlthouRb Plab handles the
ballhandfing duties, Jackson
has improved in that area as
wen.
"I didn't have to handle the
ball in high school," she said. "I
wis!' I had. All I had to do ·",as
score."
Shooting is one thing Jackson
didn", have to learn last year.
She may have never had to
learn it.
"My dad always said it was
natural ability." she said.
Her shooting ability complement!l
inside
players
Warring and Price, who led the
team in scoring and rebounding
last season. The pair, almost
unstoppable when they have the
ball in their hands, carried the

offense last year.
To keep teams honest, the
Saluki motion offense gets
Jackson and Plab open for 15- to
20-foot jump shots. It has
be..ome so successful that
Jackson and Plab are matching
the point totals of Warring and
Price. The fo:Jl' average between 12.3 and 14.5 points per
game.
Defensively, Jackson plays as
!l forward, giving her better
DppOrtunities for rebounding.
SaJuki Coach Cindy Scott has
!lot been hesitant i.O give her
tough defensive assignments.
Jackson has been held below
10 points just once - she said
this is the most consistent
period of basketball she's ever
plared. She has been so cot)sistent in fact, .that a threegame stretch she called her
only slump looks like any othr
three-game period.
.Jackson said she was not
happy with her shooting in
games against minois rtate.
Indiana State and minois last
week, but SM still made 17 of 36
shots and scored 38 points.
Slumping or not, Jackson has
not been hesitant to shoot,
easily leading the team in field
goals attempted. On a team
dominated by Plab, War"::tg
and Price, she has become a
Staff Photo by Scott Shaw
!ake-charge veteran overnight.
A.t a practice this week. Saluld Petra Jackson passed the baD upecm past Drake's Mary
assistant coach George Eubelt Goedken
duriDg SIU-C's key GCAC M-I9 wiD Jan. 12.
lined up a tired team at halfcourt and said practice would
whPO
one
pI
..
yer
hit
two
free
end
iater, Eubelt asked for a but missed Jackson, who was at
throws H she missed, then volunteer.
the other end of the line.
everybody would run more
He settled on Plab - who got
She had already been edging
sprints. Two players, two
towards the free throw line.
misses and too many sprints the call from her teammates -

Saluki football future
not as bright as in fall
By Daa Deville
SUff WrlPl'

New football Coach R.a)'
Dorr basII't been on the job
long enougb to assess the
potential of the Saluki football team, but one thing
seems sure - the outlook
does not look as bright as it
did last August.
Most of the devastating
Saluki defense is gone, along
with record-setting quarterback Rick Johnson. Only
the offensive line and the
'Offensive backfield will
'return with close to full
membership.
A1m06t as bad, Coacb Rey
Dempsey left for Memphis
State and left the Salukis six
weeks behind schedule in
their recruiting efforts. Dorr
will bave to scramble to first
identify and tben go after
potential recruits. Tbe
national letter of intent day is
February 8.
The defensive lasses look
escC!:llY serious. And
J
will depart without
leaving any cIearcut beir-

apparent

After belping break the
school interception record
this season and tying it two
season ago, the heart of the
secondary
has
SIU-C
exhausted its eligibility.
Cornerbacks Terry Taylor
and Donnell Daniel and
safety Greg Shipp finished
their Saluki careers this

season.

All three were drafted by
tbe United States Football
Lea~e and Taylor and
l>aDiel abould be selected by

the

National

Football

~~eibT:t:'r~&ro~:.~

selection by NFL scouts and
Dempsey calls him the best
cornerback in the counby.

Safety B.T. Tbomas will
return 8l0llg with com<'!l'back
Tony Haywood, wbo once
started regularity. Tony
Jackson, who played a great
game against Soutbwest
Misscuri State, also returns.
Team-leading tacklers
Granville Butler and Fabray
Collins will leave question
marks at the linebacker
position with their departure.
The defensive tiDe 1088e8
wen't be as catastrophic, but
the Salukis will lose tackles

:Ashley
:~a:":~~:IvC::d
Sledge. Norman has

been signed to a contract with
the Memphis Showboats of
the USFL, while Foster has
bad a llttle contact with the
New Orleans Breakers in the

USFL.

Sophomore middle guard
Sterling Haywood will be
back, along witb starting
ends Mite BralCia and Dan
Wetzel.
Offensively, the Saluld
Io6ses aren't as severe, and if
Dorr finds a quarterback to
replace JW.dIIOD, the offense
could -::merge as the Sal,*i

~feh'strengtb

is in the
offel1Sive framework," said
Dorr, who said his offeDllive
pbilosopby is ''ball CClIItroI
through paS8!ng."

Most of the offensive
Hneman wi.ll return, except
for AIl-MVC strong tackle
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Brad Pilgard.
'l1Ie backfield was dealt a
blow this week wben junior
starter Corky Fiel.! said be
would not be coming back for
his senior season. Returning,
thoutJh, will be tailbaclts
Derrick Taylor and EVbl'ett
Wilson, who Dempsej said
bas superstar potential, and
fullbacks Sydney Byrd and
Bruce Pbibbs: wbo eacb
started early this season;
wide receivers James
Stevenson and Tony Adams;
and tight ends Carey
Shephard, Richard Blackmon
and Mike O'Day.
Dorr, a quarterbacks and
recei vers
coacb
at
Washington for nine years,
wiD mue the development of
a quarterback a major
priority. .qe said the easiest
route would be to recruit a
junior college quarterback,
but be would prefer to
develop a bigb school
quarterback.
1)orr said there were
several
in
Northernt'n=. . passers
Or returning quarterbacks Danen
Dixon, Joe Graves or Gerry
Dozier may be the future for
SIU-C. Dizon will probably
.get first crack from among
the bio after heiDI Johnson's
backup the last two seasons.
III addition to on-tbe-field
106ses, SIU-C lost Dempsey
and most of th.. assistant
coaches. Mite Michaels and
Rod Sherrill are the only two
assistants back. Originally,
Micbaels went too, but
returned when Dorr offered
him the offensive coordinator
job.

Men cagers to conclude
Valley trip at Bradley
Other probable starters for
Bradley are Cairo's Anthony
Webster, a 6-8 center-forward
The SIU-C men's basketball averaging 12.2 points, !Hi forteam concludes its three-game ward Pat Marshall, 5.1 points,
Missouri Valley road swing and 6-5 guard Booker Johnson,
Thursday when it clashes with 8.9 points per game. Roosevelt
Bradley at the Peoria Civic Davison, a 6-4 forward
Arena. Tip-off is set for 8:05 averaging 9.6 points per game
will be one of the first players
p.m.
SIU-C would like to snap a off the bench.
"They've been playing really
Missouri Valley 17-game losing
streak on the road against the 3- wen," Saluki Coach Allen Van
1 Braves, who are 11-4 overall. Winkle said. "They beat
The 2-2 Salukis won their first Wichita State by 14 points,
two Valley games at home which gives you some combefore stumbling on the road parison to us."
In defense of the Saluk:s,
against Creighton, 78-62, and at
Wichita State beat SIU-C by 10
Wichita State, 73-63.
According to Bradley sports points, but the Salukis played
information director Joe the Shockers on Wichita's home
Dalfonso, the Bradley players, court. Bradley defeated WSU at
medi& and fans are hyping home. The home team has won
Saturday's rematch with MVC 11 of 16 games in MVC games
front-runner
Tulsa.
The this year.
The Salukis, meanwhile,
Hurricane handed Bradley its
sole conference loss Jan. 7 in brace themselves for their third
straight
road game before
Tulsa, 82-'9.
Bradley assistant coach Tony coming home Saturday for an
afternoon
rematch
with Wichita
Bar'one said the Braves cannot
State.
1'1ford to look past SIU-C.
"We're
looking
for
a tough
"We've looked at SIU on tape.
They're the most improved battle from SIU," Barone said.
team in the lague along with "Allen Van Winkle has done a
Creigbton," Barone said. super job in assembling a
"We're not the kind of team that completely new team. They've
can afford to look past anyone." improved defensively and have
Bradley has wins against fine offensive firepower.
Barone said tbe Bradley
Indiana State, Wichita State
and West Texas State to its coaching staff has been im·
j)l'esSed
with the play of center
credit. SIU-C defeated ISU and
Nest Texas, but lost to Wichita Ken Perry. "Perry has come to
the
forefront
of Missouri Vaney
State.
Bradley is led by 6-8 forward centers witb (Creighton's
Beooit)
Benjamin."
Voio;e Winters, averaging 19.8
Perry has emerged as SIUpoints and eight reboUnds per
game in the Valley. Point guard C's leading MVC scorer with 18
Jim Les, a transfer from points per game. At Wichita, he
Cleveland State, joined tbe was held to 11 )Xiints in 20
team in mid-December and is minutes. As bas been the trend
running Bradley's offense with for most of the sellson. foul
a flair. He is -averaging eight See TRIP, Page 21
assists per ~ame.
By Daryl Van Schouwen
Staff Writer

